100
CELEBRATING 100 YEARS AS TAYLOR’S STUDENT NEWSPAPER

‘‘

There are 100 reasons for a college paper.
Note a few —

No college is complete without it. No student body is

able to convey it’s aims, ideals and true spirit without
a college paper.

The University needs the college paper in order to

keep in touch with former students. Former students

need it in order to keep in touch with the University.

The business men need it in order to advertise among
the students. The students need it as a medium of

mutual help and inspiration. Nothing stimulates the
college loyalty so much as a college paper. In view of

these and numerous other reasons we submit, to the
criticism of all concerned, our first issue. We propose to

be impartial to any and all organizations. ‘Trojan and
Tyrian alike shall be treated without discrimination.’”
-The Echo 1913

100 Year Anniversary Edition
In the Oct. 25, 1963, edition of The Echo, multiple articles were written to honor the editors who had sustained the
newspaper to its 50th volume. Fifty years and 58 editors later, The Echo celebrates its centennial with a step back into its
past 100 years as Taylor’s student newspaper. The Echo has always been a product of its time, but it remains grounded
in truth-telling and the vow of the paper’s very first editorial to show no partiality. Driven by faith and a strong ethical
foundation, the legacy of The Echo has been shaped by the history it records.
During World War II, The Echo merged with the university yearbook The Gem (now Ilium). The merge was in effort to
present a suitable publication during the years of war. The paper was published bi-weekly and with the end of the war, The
Echo returned to printing once a week. With the aid of the University Archives, the current Echo staff has pieced together
papers of the past into a chronological celebration of 100 years of Echo coverage.

1913 - 1930
The Echo: Ahead of its time
KYLA MARTIN (’14)

ECHO STAFF

From its birth in 1913 to 1930, Taylor’s semi-monthly pamphlet called “The Echo” devoted the majority of its
time and space to reporting tidbits of news the staff accumulated around campus. Chapel speakers were announced and club meetings thoroughly explained.
In the middle of each 10 by 17 pamphlet, the “Taylor Echoes” section shared campus happenings: who
went where, why and for how long. Essentially, The Echo was printing old-time Facebook statuses. The Echo even
featured its own version of the StuffNoTaylorKidsSay Twitter account called “Things that never happen” in the
“Simplicissimus” section, poking fun at the number of announcements made during chapel and even the habits
of individual students.
Littered with inside jokes, The Echo reflected Taylor’s small population, and the staff saw fit to feature
and retell Taylor traditions, as it does today. The Echo was also a place to publish contest-winning speeches and
research articles from the Taylor community, serving as a mouthpiece for anyone with a reasoned opinion.
Although it gave others a chance to speak, the paper also took its own stances on national topics. The
Echo stood firm in biblical truth amid the imminent reality of World War I, prohibition and women’s rights. A hot
topic of the time was women’s right to vote. The Echo’s stance: unabashedly pro.
In the 1916-17 school year, an annual “co-ed” edition of The Echo began, an issue produced solely by
female students. In 1920, the co-ed editors used chapel to encourage students to buy three extra copies of the issue to cover the added cost it ensued. They dressed all in white and sang. The student body responded by wearing
badges that day that said “I’m for the Co-Eds.” The co-ed edition lasted through 1926, before The Echo increased
in size.
The male staff members warned the co-ed issues would be the best issues yet, criticizing anyone who thought
differently, writing: “Those who have always harbored the erroneous idea that ‘woman’s place is in the home,’
will no doubt receive the surprise of their lives when they see their fair classmates editing a paper that would do
credit to men of much experience. The man who is a student of Taylor and is still prejudiced against the advancement of women into the public life, should be shown he is out of date.”
The Echo also regularly argued for women’s suffrage. As a bold cheerleader for prohibition, The Echo
reasoned its female classmates should be given the right to vote because they would vote for the prohibition
candidate. “The man who will not trade his pet theory against woman suffrage for the destruction of the liquor
traffic ought – well examine his head,” an unidentified Echo writer said in an article called “The Women Triumph.”
The Echo published a lecture by Professor Smith in 1920, called “Woman’s place in politics.” Smith wanted to
prove women have a place in the world beyond the home, referencing Joan of Arc and Marie Curie, a scientist
who discovered radium. “Wherever she has an opportunity to exert an influence for right it is her duty as an
individual and a human being to exert that influence in the most effective way. If that method is with the ballot
in her hand — let her stamp it wisely and well, clearly knowing what she is about,” Smith said.
The Echo sought to prove that working outside the home would not affect women’s femininity or
household duties. In a 1923 article called “It can be done,” Iva Durham Vennard, who received an honorary Doctor of Divinity degree from Taylor, is said to have upstanding children and no complaints from her husband,
despite her life as a public speaker and promoting women in ministry. Her husband gave up his work as an
architect to support her.
In Professor Southard’s report from the 1916-17 school year called “The root of the double standard,” she logically argues men and women are fully equals, writing: “Man gets all his first morals from women and then goes
out into the world to be told that the mind who gave him these morals is not the equal of his.”
Southard’s article echoes the paper’s cry for women’s suffrage. “When the men of Indiana really believe
that the women by their sides are really human beings they will give them the ballot,” Southard wrote. “Men
select life companions who will heighten their efficiency, and there will be no approaching efficiency in government till women are heartily requested to help.”
The articles from the first editions of The Echo were bold. The staff took stands on important issues of
the time – and held nothing back. Today’s papers strive for unbiased news, but The Echo staff from 1913-1930
saw it their duty to echo Taylor’s biblical stances to campus and the surrounding world.

1930s - 1950
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history of Taylor University” in his front-page Gem-ECHO article Wednesday, April 2, 1947. The official report
was presented to Meredith and Rediger a week before at “precisely 3:47 p.m.” on March 26.
“The bell on the Administration Building was ringing the victory at 4 o’clock.” Klopfenstein noted.
And a three-word telegram, which read “Accreditation Achieved Doxology,” was sent to the Board of Directors.
In the same April 2, 1947, issue, an editorial piece gave voice to the student body, a majority of whom
were asking, “What does this mean to us?” To the students of 1947, the university accreditation meant a bright
future. The editorial titled “Faster Pace Anticipated”
had no author, but said the goal of accreditation
“had been sought almost as long as the university
has been at its present site.” This happened to be
100 years.
The article spoke of the past alumni now taking
greater pride in their alma mater, recent graduates now finding their diplomas worth more and
current students having no more fear in other institutions rejecting the transfer of credits. “We now
have proof when we say that our school is ranked
among the highest academically,” the editorial
concluded.
Klopfenstein wrote in his article the accomplishment of accreditation was a step taken to
develop Taylor into a school with increasing recognition across the U.S. He added that attaining the
education standards necessary for recognition by
North Central had been an effort for a number of
years. This push was sparked by the efforts of Mr.
Rediger.
“He really worked everything through to
get this,” said Rediger’s son, Nelson (’67), who has
worked in Advancement since 1986. “He was the
one who went to Chicago and actually picked it up.”
Prior to receiving the accreditation, Taylor was very small and very much a Bible college. “Kids wouldn’t come here,” Nelson said. “They could go to
Wheaton; they could go to a lot of places that had their accreditation.”
Nelson also shared his father’s passion that Taylor be an institution of higher learning. Rediger didn’t
want the “Bible school” emphasis, and the board supported his efforts. Following the accreditation, the school
grew. “You know you’ve got a good education when it comes to certification; well, it’s all because of this,” Nelson said.
Taylor’s accreditation and Rediger, alike, have played key roles in the campus we know today. Open
any history book, flip through the color-faded Echos and you will find the milestone of 1947 and raving reviews
of Milo A. Rediger. “Milo A. Rediger has been the most influential man at Taylor since the end of the Second
World War,” said a column by Scott Priessler in the March 26, 1982 Echo. “Respected as an intellectual leader,
he made many vital contributions to the school.”
Milo’s time at Taylor spans 38 years, beginning in 1943 as a professor of philosophy and religion. He
became academic dean in 1945. Along with obtaining accreditation while in this position, he was the sponsor
for the class of 1947. He was academic dean through 1948 and again from 1952-65. For the next 10 years, Milo
would serve as Taylor’s president and again from 1979-81.
The Taylor community celebrated Milo’s life during homecoming weekend of 1988. The front page
of that Friday’s Echo on Oct. 21 featured a two-column photo of Milo and a remembrance article by 1988-89
Editor in Chief Jennifer Blum. Milo suffered two heart attacks before attending his own homecoming celebration with the Lord on Oct. 18. Blum’s piece echoed Milo’s legacy as the most influential person in Taylor history
since World War II. As stated in the article, during Milo’s tenure, Taylor enrollment tripled and nine major
building projects commenced.
Milo is also remembered and celebrated for being a major player in the university’s first accreditation. Today, 65 years later, Taylor remains an accredited institution of higher education through the Academic
Quality Improvement Program (AQIP). Taylor chose to participate in AQIP, a pathway to accreditation through
North Central, because of the program’s focus on continuous quality improvement, said Brent Maher, Director
of Assessment and Quality Improvement.
The current system of accreditation reaffirmation through AQIP occurs in a seven-year cycle that
demonstrates the organization’s continued compliance with Higher Learning Commission’s Criteria for Accreditation. Taylor completed its first AQIP Cycle and was reaffirmed in February 2011.
Nelson best summed up the reason for the bells and whistles of 1947: “That’s why
Taylor is where it is today — we got accredited.”

1950s - 1970
Taylor and the Vietnam War
D AV I D S E A M A N ( ’ 1 5 )

ECHO STAFF

Taylor’s Accreditation — A Rediger Accomplishment
P H O T O G R A P H S I N T H I S A R T I C L E B Y: E C H O P H O T O G R A P H E R H A R O L D B E AT T I E 1 9 4 7

CORRIE DYKE (’13)
ECHO STAFF

Train whistles blew and fire engines screamed as two influential men in Taylor’s colorful history paraded back
to campus with news that would change the university’s future.
Stepping off the train and onto their throne of a fire truck that would carry them through the streets
of Upland, then-President Clyde Meredith and Dean of Academics Milo Rediger had just returned from Chicago
after receiving full accreditation from the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
Parade Highlights Celebration, an article in The Gem-ECHO (as it was known during the war), painted the
picture of excitement that ensued as a result of the accreditation. The band accompanied the parade and a
delegation of the student body joined Mrs. Meredith and Mrs. Rediger to meet the train in Marion. “Amid the
school colors of purple and gold, Dr. Meredith and Dr. Rediger were carried on the shoulders of students to the
bandstand where a reception was given,” the article read.
The article continues in greater detail about the parade of 50 cars decorated in purple and gold crepe paper,
two town fire trucks which carried President Meredith and Dean Rediger both wearing raincoats and hats. The
color guard and band led the parade through the streets of Upland and proceeded to campus. That night a dinner
was held, and campus gathered in Shreiner Auditorium at 7:30 for one final celebration.
Don Klopfenstein ’48 noted the accreditation as “one of the outstanding and epoch marking events in the

During the in the mid ’60s to early ’70s, one of the most controversial wars in American history got students
speaking their minds, and Taylor students used The Echo as a sounding board to voice opinions.
Articles about the war appeared in The Echo as early as 1964. In an article dated Jan. 17, 1964, Echo
writer Jim Morris ’67 put readers in the perspective of an American soldier fighting in South Vietnam. “If you
are an American, you might wonder why you are in South Vietnam, ‘advising’ an army which has little popular
support,” Morris wrote.
Morris quoted Secretary of State Dean Rusk saying the war was “dirty, untidy and disagreeable” and mentions that the U.S. government spends $1.5 million daily to support leadership in the South Vietnamese capital
of Saigon (a number that grew as the war progressed). But Morris also puts the reader in the mind of a South
Vietnamese Buddhist fighting for religious freedom, and a Viet Cong member trying to protect his country from
foreign invaders.
The Taylor campus leaned Republican and was mostly pro-Nixon, as evidenced by an Oct. 29, 1971,
Echo poll that had Nixon leading by a large majority; out of 182 students questioned, 92 preferred Nixon. But
this was not the opinion of The Echo, according to some students. “Many Young Republicans and conservative
groups on campus were annoyed by some of the opinion pieces written,” said Tom Jones, Dean of School of
Liberal Arts and a Taylor student during the late 1960s. “I heard slogans of ‘A Choice, Not the Echo!’. . . . There
were some interesting letters to the editor.”
These students were undoubtedly responding to sharp critiques of the war from Echo contributors.
Contributors such as Lowell Boileau, commented in the Feb. 26, 1966, Echo about President Lyndon Johnson’s
assertion that the U.S. was winning the war. “The first answer implies that we are embarked on some holy cru-
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From the Edge:
Amazing Skydive is a Success

Trojans Crush
Concordia

Celebrating 100 years as Taylor’s News Source
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WE’RE ONLINE!

Headlines

Sonya to Smalltown
So you think you can dance? Join Sonya
Tayeh for her master class this weekend.
Read more on page 3.

Echoes of the Past
The Echo breaks down the past 100 years
of the paper’s physical history. Check out
the century-long timeline. Read more on
pages 6 and 7.

religious rights, community concerns to
international affairs.
One hundred years ago, Taylor students
Now The Echo is assuming a larger
created a semi-monthly pamphlet to role in campus, local and global
connect campus.
communications. At 3 p.m. today, the
They called it The Echo because it Taylor University Echo will be officially
repeated (or “echoed”) news of the week online at TheEchoNews.com.
and provided a platform for students
We are maintaining our weekly 12-page
to discuss issues from prohibition to paper, and the entire paper will not be

online. But The Echo staff will select one rooted in the century-old principles of our
story from each page of the paper to be 1913 staff.
published on our website every Friday.
We want Taylor voices discussing
Throughout the week, we will add important issues to echo in our community.
breaking news stories, photo galleries and
Now our echo is going global.
video coverage to allow students, parents,
alumni and the local community to engage Take A Look!
with Taylor news like never before.
Go to www.TheEchoNews.com
Ultimately, our website’s purpose is

Taylor’s attention deficit

Un iv e r si ty s e e k s t o
improve relations with
the recently-graduated

Online Culture

JON STROSHINE
NEWS EDITOR

Taylor students have created an intentional community that exists only on the
Web. Part practical, part humorous,
sometimes strange, Taylor’s Internet subsculture is thriving. Read more on page 5.

Kyle Van Buren knows what it’s like
to have to wait.
When the 2007 Taylor alum was
a junior, he had his eye on fellow
Lighthouse trip member Stacey,
now his wife.
“If you’re familiar with the Lighthouse experience . . . it’s kind of
hands-off on dating your team
members,” Van Buren said. “I was
able to kind of get to know her a lot
better through all that, and then we
kinda started hanging out more.”
This weekend, as graduates descend on Upland for homecoming
weekend, Taylor’s alumni relations
office is in the midst of its own
courtship: reconnecting with young
alums like Van Buren through a program called the Taylor Ten.
Taylor administrators hope to
draw on the power of memories
such as Van Buren’s to create a
stronger network of recent graduates, a group on which the University has not focused in the past few
years, according to Associate Vice
President for Alumni and Parent
Relations Brent Rudin.
“We want to have long-term relationships with our alumni,” Rudin
said. “If we can do things things to

Sports

The women’s soccer team comes up with
a dominating victory on senior night.
Read more on page 12.

Chavez Re-elected
Hugo Chavez saw re-election as Venezuela’s president, but may not be able to
repair damage already done to the country’s economy. Read more on page 4.

Weekend

Forecast
FRIDAY

High: 48°
Low: 41°

SATURDAY
High: 54°
Low: 39°

SUNDAY
High: 64°
Low: 48°
FULL 7 DAY FORECAST ON PAGE 3

Follow Us
TheEcho_Taylor
facebook.com/TaylorUniversityEcho
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Phograph provided by Van Buren Family

Kyle and Stacey Van Buren with their son Weston, now four months old. The couple
graduated in 2007 and now lives in Indianapolis.

help strengthen that connection in the
first ten years, then that’s more likely to
persist the rest of their lives.”
The concept, known as the Taylor Ten
( for graduates who are no more than ten
years removed from Taylor), is an effort
to network with new alumni on the former students’ terms.
That means networking with young al-

ums, helping them find jobs and putting
on events to help them reconnect.
Taylor put on an event at the Chicago
restaurant Portillo’s in mid-September
to give the large population of young
alumni in the area a place to gather.
“We truly want to provide a network,
a service, encouragement, helping people find other Taylor folks that are near

them,” Rudin said. “That’s what this is all
about, and keeping them connected to
the university.”
Although programming for young
alumni has always existed, the focus on
finding ways to connect with the demographic is new.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Economic reality hits graduates
MACKENZI KLEMANN 				
CONTRIBUTOR

This generation of American students
has been raised to believe in the college dream. They were going to be
teachers, nurses and researchers.
Some were going to be politicians and
engineers and physicists. They were
going to rise above the previous generation, taking advantage of the social
and economic mobility granted to
them by an education. But more and
more, college graduates are settling for
jobs as baristas and sales clerks, the
realization of the American dream still
out of reach.
The reality of underemployment for
young college graduates has been grim.
Nearly one in two Bachelor’s degree

holders under 25 are unemployed or
underemployed, according to an Associated Press analysis of government
data, due in part to the decade’s long
shift to a more educated work force.
This, coupled with rising tuition costs
and a national student loan debt of
$1 trillion, has created a disenchanted
youth.
“Simply put, we’re failing kids coming
out of college,” Andrew Sum, director
of the Center for Labor Market Studies
at Northeastern University told the Associated Press. “We’re going to need a
lot better job growth and connections
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

caption

Statistics from U.S. Deparment of Labor

Celebrating
the same
Taylor 50
years later
Class of 1962’s donation
reflects legacy of giving back
KARA HACKETT
MANAGING EDITOR

As students during some of Taylor’s most
turbulent times, the class of 1962 is celebrating their 50th reunion this weekend by giving
back in more ways than one.
During chapel this morning the class presented President Eugene Habecker with a
check for $1,431,069 to be used for student
scholarships.
According to Regional Director of Development Nelson Rediger, this donation is the
third largest of 25 consecutive donations
made by homecoming classes celebrating
50th reunions.
More importantly, Rediger says the class
of ’62 is distinctive because it has the largest
number of Taylor grads who have served at
Taylor for some or all of their careers.
“Never before have we had a class with
so many people who’ve done something at
Taylor,” Rediger said. “You talk about giving
back to their alma mater. This class has done
more than ever.”
Among the names are faculty members
Phil Loy, Jan Jenkinson, Ned Stucky, Tim
Diller, Roger Roth, Dalton van Valkenberg,
Robert Blume, Mozelle Williams and Jim
Terhune.
But when these alumni were sophomores,
Taylor as we know it nearly ceased to exist.
Taylor’s old Administration Building
burned in the middle of the night on Jan. 16,
1960, destroying classrooms, faculty offices,
a museum and student records.
Class committee member Mozelle Williams says students had to reconstruct their
transcripts by piecing together previous
grade reports and paperwork.
“For a brief period of time, there was discussion of moving the campus to Florida, but
ultimately, the decision was made to remain
in Upland,” Williams said.
Political Science Professor Phil Loy
remembers watching the “Ad Building” burn
in the middle of the night from his porch on
the second floor of Swallow Robin Hall.
Loy says the fire was on a Friday night, so
students and faculty worked together that
weekend to create makeshift classroom
space in the basement of Magee-CampbellWisconsin (MCW) dormitory west of the
student union.
“The fire was a very traumatic event,” Loy
said. “There’s no reason this institution
survived that except by the grace of God. . . .
God’s had his hand on this place.”
Loy became a professor at Taylor in January 1965, teaching students he lived on the
same residence hall floor with when he was
a senior and they were freshmen.
Along with Taylor’s lack of development at
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

“It was a different way of approaching
healthcare . . . and we have a lot of graduates involved in public health and doing
some remarkable things.”
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Top 5 News Events of the Week
Man arrested in alleged plot to
bomb N.Y. Federal Reserve Bank
latimes.com

TAYLOR’S CONTINUED

Some alumni, like 2011 graduate
Laura Convy, find their own way to
stay in touch with Taylor. For her, that
means representing the Trojans at
college fairs near her residence in Carmel, Ind.
“I had such an awesome experience at Taylor that I just wanted to
share that with so many other people,”
Convy said. “If I could impact the lives
of other people and help be a tool in
their decision to go to Taylor . . . that
just makes me feel so proud.”
For other alumni, like 2009 graduate Megan Sauder, the constant
search of current students for internships and jobs provided a way to give
back to the school.
This summer, Taylor senior Erin
Guarneri interned at Saddleback
Church in southern California, where
Sauder works. Sauder saw the relationship as a chance to be a mentor.
“I think everyone, especially Taylor
students. . . . want to do something
great with their lives,” Sauder said.
“Sometimes the reality post-college
can kind of hit them and discourage
them, and so, for me, I love encouraging them.”

Rivals bring bare fists
to rematch
nytimes.com

Meningitis deaths rise, FDA faces
new questions
foxnews.com

“We want to have longterm relationships with
our alumni. . . . If we can
do things things to help
strengthen that connection
in the first ten years, then
that’s more likely to persist
the rest of their lives.”
One potential source of discouragement for those recently graduated is finances. The often-unsettled
nature of their bank accounts and
living situations can make building
relationships with them difficult.
“. . . Young alums does seem to be
a challenging group for universities
to figure out how to meaningfully
engage,” said Drew Moser, Taylor’s Director of Career Development in an
e-mail. “I think it’s because young alums are a fairly transient group (they
move a lot). They are increasingly
coming out of college with more debt
(which hinders their ability to donate
money).”
The idea of giving back financially

New major planned for fall 2011 has experienced roadblocks
KATY BACKODE

T

STAF F WRI T T E R

Euler Science Complex, which overwhelmed the majority of the School
of Natural and Applied Science’s time,
and detracted from efforts for the
Public Health major, according to
Mortland.

“Since Taylor doesn’t
offer a nursing
program, this would
have almost been a way
around it. You could
even (become) a nurse
practitioner or physicians assistant, which is
what I was considering
at one time.”

Another reason was the inability to
find someone to spearhead the major.
Taylor had multiple applicants, and
was using two sources to find candidates.
However, no candidate was a perfect match.
“We had a candidate come in . . . ,
but after the review it was determined that she wasn’t the right fit for
the position,” Mortland said.
Meanwhile, the transition to a new
provost and the resignation of Biermann provided additional obstacles.
“That’s when we knew that (launching the major) was very much on
hold,” Mortland said.
The funding needed to launch the
major is still available, according to
Mortland.
He also says students can still prepare themselves to do public health,

Rare earthquake rattles
New England
npr.org

ECONOMIC CONTINUED

is often difficult for those fresh out of
college, especially those who bring a
lot of debt with them from their time
at Taylor, according to Van Buren.
Despite that reality, staying connected is still important, says 2011
graduate Jake Bourdon.
“I know a lot of us younger alumni
are sometimes annoyed by requests
for giving,” Bourdon said. “But if it
wasn’t for a great, connected alumni
base, a lot of the new stuff that (students) are getting to see on campus
right now . . . probably wouldn’t be
able to be there.”
As much as buildings mean, several alumni talk about the friends they
made and the experience they had as
reasons for the enduring connection
they feel to Taylor.
For the Van Burens, even though
their marriage, five years of time, and
the birth of their son Weston are between them and their graduation,
Taylor is still special.
“Obviously going to college is about
getting a degree and doing those
sorts of things,” Van Buren said. “But
Taylor is much more than an education, it’s a life experience.”

Public Health major on hold
aylor Miller was planning
on making the switch
from majoring in Biology
Pre-Medicine to Public
Health in the fall of 2011.
“Since Taylor doesn’t offer a nursing program, this would have almost
been a way around it. You could even
(become) a nurse practitioner or physicians assistant, which is what I was
considering at one time,” Miller said.
He was talked out of it by a professor who told Miller that he would be
more marketable with Biology PreMedicine. But, part of him wonders
what it would be like to major in Public Health.
But Miller has not had the chance
because Taylor’s Public Health major
is not yet official.
Until the spring of 2012, Mark Biermann served as Taylor’s Dean of the
School of Natural and Applied Sciences.
In April 2011, Biermann said, “We
have so many students who come to
Taylor that have a heart for service
and who are interested in healthrelated fields and interested in health
care,” according to the Taylor website.
Implementing public health also
stayed true to Taylor’s brand. “It
was a different way of approaching
healthcare . . . and we have a lot of
graduates involved in public health
and doing some remarkable things,”
said Steve Mortland, Vice President
for Enrollment Management and
Marketing.
Taylor’s program was anticipated
to have two tracks of focus, one on urban public health issues and another
on international health issues. The
estimated launch of the major was
the fall semester of 2012. However,
many issues prevented its launching. One was the construction of the

Skydiver Felix Baumgartner hits
833.9 mph in record jump
suntimes.com

as only two classes need to be added
at Taylor to create the major.
Sophomore Anna Goeglein is one
student preparing herself to effectively transition into the major.
Goeglein entered Taylor as a Biology Pre-Med major last fall, but upon
discovering the university’s interest
in launching a public health program,
she decided to change.
“A Public Health major . . . is a merger between culture and healthcare
systems and how they affect each
other, which is why it originally appealed to me,” Goeglein said.
Goeglein is currently a Psychology and Developmental Economics
double major.
Her plan is to learn the economic
and cultural aspects of Public Health
through her studies in Developmental Economics, and learn about research via Psychology.
Last school year, Goeglein took biology and chemistry courses to make
herself more marketable for graduate
schools.
To prepare for public health, she
worked with medicine in Quito, Ecuador, last summer.
While there, she lived with a host
family and partnered with shortterm missions teams.
“When short term teams would
come with doctors, those were by
far my favorite weeks,” Goeglein said.
“We would backpack around Quito
with medicine. It further solidified
that (public health is) what I want to
do.”
Until the public health major
is added to Taylor’s curriculum,
Goeglein says she values the opportunity to use Taylor’s other classes
and opportunities to compete with
undergraduate public health majors
at other universities.

to the labor market, otherwise college debt will
grow.”
But as rough as the job market is for today’s
college graduates, it is far worse for those with
only a high school diploma: the national unemployment rate for such job seekers is 24 percent.
“From a sheer economic standpoint, you will
probably earn more as a college graduate,” Tim
Nace, financial aid counselor, said. “While it’s an
upfront investment, the dividends through a lifetime will show that it’s a wise investment.”
The average student loan debt of Taylor graduates has remained slightly just the national average for years, with the 2012 average at $26,003
for Taylor students and $27,000 nationally. “I
guess the difference between public and private
isn’t as drastic as it would seem,” Nace said. “And
historically, that’s been very consistent.”
Employment numbers were also more optimistic, with a 3 percent unemployment rate for
2011 graduates, compared to a national unemployment rate of 8.8 percent. But 16 percent
were still underemployed, and with nearly 50
percent of all Taylor students relying on student
loans, repayment can be a struggle. Loan payCELEBRATING CONTINUED

the time, Loy says one thing that shocks current
students is Taylor’s former size.
The class of ’62 came to a campus of 700 students in 1958 — the same year “The Dome” (now
the student union) opened as a dining hall connected to the old Samuel Morris Hall.
“All of the buildings that are now located (south
of campus) essentially behind Ayres Memorial Hall
did not exist,” said Williams who was hall director
in MCW before it closed in 1975, and she became
the first hall director in English Hall.
Because the class of ’62 came to Taylor only
13 years after War War II, Williams says many of
her classmates were the first in their families to
attend college.
As part of the 50th reunion, class committee
member and Taylor’s former director of publicity
Jim Terhune compiled a class memoir book with

ments are flexible by income, and payments are
not required during periods of unemployment.
However, interest still builds during these times.
To help students, the university recently
joined the Loan Assistance Repayment Program,
available to those making less than $40,000. Payment assistance is adjusted per individual income, with those making less than $20,000 a
year being reimbursed fully per month.
“We entered into that to give some students
peace of mind,” Nace said. “This organization
helps them make that. The stipulation is that
you have to work, even if it’s flipping burgers at
McDonald’s.”
A recent study by Georgetown University
found reason for optimism, however. Nearly
200,000 jobs were added during the recession for
those with a bachelor’s degree or better, and another 2 million have been added during the recovery for the same group.
“It is a tough job market for college graduates
but far worse for those without a college degree,”
Anthony Carnevale, author of the study, said in a
release.

his wife and fellow ’62 grad Fran.
Another committee member Gary Dausey is
hosting a memorial service at 1:45 p.m. today in
the Butz-Carruth Recital Hall to honor 33 class
members who have passed away.
When Dausey was a student, he participated
in Youth Conference, Taylor Gospel teams and
even pastored a small church 45 minutes east of
campus.
As he reflects this weekend, he says his alma
mater still embodies the integration of faith and
learning he appreciated as a student.
“There was then, as I sense there is now, a desire
to both grow in the Lord and to be used by him,”
Dausey said.
Today’s reunion events for the class of ’62
12-1:30 p.m. Afternoon in the Archives, Zondervan
1:30 p.m. Class photo, Butz-Carruth Recital Hall
1:45 p.m. Memorial Service, Butz-Carruth Recital Hall
5 p.m. Class dinner and program, Alspaugh East

In The Loop
Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

H OM E C OM I N G T O U R S
11 a.m. - 3 p.m., Euler 109

C OM MU N I T Y
8 p.m., Rediger Auditorium

E L E C T I O N D E B AT E
V I EW I N G
7:30 p.m., Euler Lembright
Atrium

T U E S D AY
M E C A PA N E L
7:30 p.m., Euler Lembright
Atrium

C H A PE L ,
D R . S K I P T RU D E AU
10 a.m., Rediger Auditorium

Thursday
24 @ TAY L O R
7 p.m., Smith-Hermanson
Recital Hall

LOCAL

“It’s very important that the show they put on
is not only fun, but they are providing a great
example to kids in the community as well.”

HARELM COMES TO MARION
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Sonya Tayeh leads master dancing class

LUCAS SWEITZER
OPNIONS EDITOR

Judge from ‘So You Think You Can Dance’ offers dancing lessons

Photographs from broadwaydancecenter.blogspot.com

Sonya Tayeh performs a modern dance routine.

Sonya Tayeh, a judge and choreographer for the popular dance reality show “So You Think You Can Dance,”
will be hosting dancing master classes at the Marion
Community School for the Arts (CSA). There are two
levels of classes — intermediate and expert — but
according to dance director Brandy Revennaugh,
none of the classes are for beginners.
“Yeah, I would definitely recommend a good
amount of dancing experience,” Revennaugh said. “I
would say at least two years (experience) would be
good.”
The intermediate class is at 5:30 p.m. today, and
there is a combined intermediate and advanced class
tomorrow at 10 a.m. There is also an advanced class
this evening at 7 p.m., but according to CSA operations manager Shelly Inskeep, that class is already full.
“Ten spots are open for the intermediate class, and
six are open for the Saturday class,” Inskeep said. “Anyone interested should get a spot soon.”

“She really pushes people
and challenges them to
do things they wouldn’t
normally think to do
on their own.”

for a while, and she’s been here for the last four years.
In fact, I just had a student graduate who had been
working with Sonya since she was nine.”
According to Revennaugh, the class will cover a
wide breadth of dancing exercises, including cardio
stretching, flexibility exercises and then a combo routine. The point of the class is to provide some warmups before jumping into some more challenging dance
routines.
“For people into dance, Somnya is really, really
bright,” Revennaugh said. “She really pushes people
The class is $45, or $70 to attend both classes.
Tayeh is from Detroit and has been teaching vari- and challenges them to do things they wouldn’t norous master classes in the Midwest for years. This is mally think to do on their own.”
Revennaugh says it wouldn’t be unusual for the
only her second class she’s had at CSA, but her connection goes back further with Revennaugh and her class to last longer than the scheduled time.
own dance studio.
“Everyone in the dance world kind of knows each Registration Information:
other,” Revennaugh said. “So we’ve been friends for Contact CSA at (765) 662-6263 or email
info@csa-marion.com.
some time now. She’s been teaching students of mine

Harlem Ambassadors support
local groups
LUCAS SWEITZER
OPINIONS EDITOR

Unity Christian Church event raises
funds to fight hunger

his Saturday at 7 p.m., a crowd will
line the stands at Mississinewa High
School to watch the Harlem Ambassadors tip off against the Gas City Hometown Hoopsters. Regardless of the final
score, local organizations in Gas City
will be counting the game as a win.
The Harlem Ambassadors is a traveling basketball show, designed to be
fun for the whole family and give back
to the local community. According to
Director of Client and Media Relations
Andria Simons, the goal of the Harlem
Ambassadors is to provide good role
models to kids in addition to a good
show.

JON STROSHIONE
NEWS EDITOR

“Lade is a great
entertainer, so she’ll
be out there having a
bunch of fun. The kids
will really get a sense
of that as well.”
Photograph provided by Harlem Ambassadors

The Harlem Ambassadors are all college graduates and drug free, reaffirming the team’s goals to be role models for local children.

“Every one of the players on the Harlem Ambassadors is college-educated organizations to give their proceeds to.
and drug free,” Simons said. “It’s very For the event this weekend at Missisimportant that the show they put on sinewa High School, proceeds will go
is not only fun, but they are providing to the Gas City Chamber of Commerce,
a great example to kids in the commu- Ole Miss Youth Sports and the Boys &
Girls Club of Gas City.
nity, as well.
“We schedule a tour from SeptemThe Ambassadors move from town
to town, playing local groups in a ber to May every year,” Simons said.
match that’s one part game and one “We go around to lots of different areas.
part comedy routine. For each show, . . . We also do school events, as well.”
Because of the fluid nature of the
the Ambassadors partner with a local

Forecast
Weekly

show, many players take on multiple their show has been well received for
roles, like Lade Majic. Majic is the many years, according to Simons.
The Ambassadors encourages the
Ambassador’s team coach, but she also
plays and even commentates when team they play to consist of some local
“hometown heroes,” which is the makeneed be.
“Lade is a great entertainer, so she’ll up of the Gas City Hometown Hoopbe out there having a bunch of fun,” sters. People looking for tickets can
Simons said. “The kids will really get buy them at Pizza Hut or STAR bank
for $5. Tickets will also be available at
a sense of that, as well.”
The Ambassadors were co-founded the door for $8.
by Majic more than 15 years ago, and

Weather Facts
- Hail causes about one billion dollars’ worth of damage per year to crops and property such as
homes and cars.

Today In History
1930 - 48 inches of snow just south of Buffalo NY and 47 inches at Gouveneur NY in a huge lake
effect snowstorm.
1985 - Typhoon Dot slammed into the Philippines with wind gusts of over 130 mph.
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Marion church
harvests its
talents

63° 48°

68° 58°

67° 55°

70° 52°

Nancy Jett knew this year’s apple crop was less than stellar due to drought.
So when a friend told her she had an apple tree with
a full crop to donate to the 2012 Harvest of Talents at
Unity Christian Church, she knew where she wanted to
give credit.
“Those kinds of stories just are amazing to us,” Jett said.
“God provides when we’re helping other people.”
Tomorrow’s Harvest of Talents at the Marion church
is a sort of celebration of God’s provision, as volunteers
from the congregation donate homemade items that are
sold to raise money to fight hunger.
This year’s Harvest will mark the event’s eighth year.
More than 100,000 dollars have been raised in that time,
including more than 23,000 dollars from the 2011 Harvest.
“God has given gifts to each of us from his great variety of spiritual gifts,” Jett said. “We need to manage them
well so that God’s generosity can flow through us.”
Jett says 100 percent of donations go to an organization called International Disaster Emergency Services
(IDES), which was started by her parents.
IDES partners with missionaries around the world, especially helping provide for the physical needs of those
with whom the missionaries work.
Fighting hunger is important to Unity Christian
Church.
“One child in every seven seconds dies of starvation,”
said the church’s pastor, Jerry Curtis. “We’re certainly
not the answer to the entire world, but we feel like we
can do a small part.”
Doing their part means bringing everything from
homemade baked goods to furniture to jewelry to artwork and putting them up for sale.
Live music is also provided, and those who come can
buy breakfast and lunch at the event.
“What I like about it is it’s a labor of love that brings
a lot of people out in healthy ways to share their giving
and gifts with people that are in serious need,” said Kyle
Lloyd, 53, of Marion.
Unity Christian Church is one of seven different
churches which will be putting on such an event in support of IDES. The other churches are located in Illinois,
Tennessee, Missouri and other parts of Indiana.
The events begin at 8 a.m. Saturday. Unity Christian
Church is located at 140 N. Pennsylvania St. in Marion.

W

“An extreme foreign policy shift was expected if Capriles had won the election, loosening economic controls and growing the private sector, according
to the Christian Science Monitor.”

RLD

BEHIND THE TIMES

IRAQ
THE INVISIBLE
What you haven’t heard about Iraq, out in the open and
under the microscope.

KARI TRAVIS
WORLD EDITOR

Iraq is like the illegitimate child U.S. citizens don’t talk about.
These days, it seems we don’t even like to acknowledge its existence.
Think about it. How many times in the previous four years have
you heard anything of significance about the conflicted country
that once dominated headlines?
You’re undoubtedly wrinkling your forehead. Yep, there’s that
confused scrunching of your eyebrows. Followed by the jaw-drop
of realization.
Because it’s dawning on you that, in the midst of today’s psychobabble coverage of Syria, Iran and Libya, mention of Iraq has been
virtually non-existent on major news networks. Lucky for you, the
goal here today is bringing everyone up to speed by explaining
why mass media failed to report on the Iraq-related issues.
So buckle up and bring your critical thinking cap. This is not a fluff
stuff topic.
Media analysts attribute the loss of interest in the Iraq war largely
to the “war fatigue” of news consumers, according to an archived
report from the American Journalism Review. The basic point here
is that the U.S. got tired of hearing about the Iraq conflict.
In other words, Iraq became a nuisance, so we tuned out the issue.
But one peep into reality indicates that conditions in Iraq are not
perfectly peachy, and there is no point in pretending the ordeal is
over.
Here’s a recap. Between the time of the American invasion in 2003
and the establishment of an official Iraqi government in 2010, the
bloody conflict convulsed all over news networks. The war cost
America the lives of 4,487 service members and also killed tens of
thousands of Iraqis, according to a recent report from The New
York Times.
All that blood was poured into the construction of a governmental
alliance between Sunnis and Shiites, the two Islamic sects that
have been in opposition longer than the U.S. has existed. After
sticking around enough to ensure the Iraqi government was
formed, the American military withdrew on Dec. 15, 2011, leaving
Iraq to rule itself.
What followed was, put quite mildly, chaos.
The very day after America packed up and left the country, Iraq’s
newly instated democracy cracked under sectarian influence.
Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki, a Shiite, decided to cut
ties with Sunnis in the government. The result was an order for the
arrest of Iraq’s Vice President Tariq al-Hashimi, a Sunni, according
to The New York Times.
Hashimi, not attracted to the idea of imprisonment, packed up
and ran to Turkey, where he still lives in exile. As of September of
this year, Hashimi had a death sentence placed on his head by the
Iraqi government.
If you think that’s bad, just wait. It gets worse.
Last month, sectarian violence exploded, quite literally, in the
form of bombings aimed at Shiite neighborhoods and security
forces. The violence didn’t stop there, either. Insurgents also
targeted cities in a strategic effort to kick-start yet more sectarian
conflict, according to The New York Times.
And so the biggest question to ask as we sit here absorbing this
information is: Why aren’t these developments receiving greater
press coverage?
Nobel Prize winner and Princeton economics professor Paul
Krugman proposes that the lack of media interest links back to the
fact that America has withdrawn from the situation, both
physically and mentally.
“Iraq stories moved to the inside pages of newspapers, and largely
off TV screens. Many people got the impression that things had
improved,” Krugman wrote in an archived New York Times
editorial. “The trouble with this shift of attention is that if we don’t
have a clear picture of what’s actually happening in Iraq, we can’t
have a serious discussion of the options that remain for making
the best of a very bad situation.”
Krugman’s point resonates with a great deal of truth. Ignorance of
the situation and a failure to take responsibility wherever we
should will bring no solutions to the country’s unstable condition.
And, as it seems too late for us to take Iraq’s baby of a democracy
back under America’s parental guidance, the very least our country
can do is acknowledge the problems that continue to arise out of
what has been a very long conflict.
Because if we really want to think that Iraq will improve
to the point of peacefully governing itself, then we should stop
treating it like our forgotten offspring.
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HILARIOUS
HEADLINES

SHOT IN THE BACK
KARI TRAVIS
WORLD EDITOR

Mauritania’s President Mohamed
Ould Abdel Aziz was shot and
injured by one of his own soldiers
Oct. 13 in what officials are calling
an accident.
Aziz, who is currently recovering
at a French military hospital in
Paris, suffered the gunshot wound
after speeding through a military
checkpoint 25 miles north of Onlookers
Mauritania’s capital Nouakchott
suspect terrorist
after nightfall Saturday, according
incident after
to The Associated Press. Soldiers
Mauritania’s
on guard opened fire after Aziz
president is
failed to heed their warning shots,
injured in a
not realizing that the unescorted
shooting
by
vehicle’s driver was their president.
one
of
his
own
One of the shots found its mark in
soldiers.
Aziz’s back and exited through his
abdomen.
The president underwent surgery
in Nouakchott before being
transferred to medical facilities in
France, according to the Chicago
have been intentional, according government in the absence of its
Tribune.
leader. The situation is critical on
“We are not at all concerned about to the Chicago Tribune.
the
situation,”
Information Aziz’s own rule as president came multiple levels, including some
Minister Hamdi Ould Mahjoub after a military coup during that involve international security
told Reuters. “The president is out August 2008, according to the AP. affairs, according to United Press
of danger, and he is being looked After entering office, Aziz International. Aziz’s rule is critical
after in a specialized hospital, and instigated strikes against Islamic to the development of a
military bases in Mali to the cooperative movement against alwe hope he will soon return.”
President Aziz will remain in southeast, the Chicago Tribune Qaida forces in the region as Mali
charge of all government decisions reported. A series of threats from continues to present itself a
breeding ground for radicals.
during his recovery, according to al-Qaida militants followed.
A
security
source
The 15-nation Economic
Mahjoub.
“The government under the confirmed that the shooting was Community of West African States,
of which Mauritania is a
authority of the
member, has requested
prime
minister
permission of the United
continues to work
“Despite reports of the president’s
Nations Security Council
normally, as when
send 3,000 soldiers
the president is
recovery, the incident has served to shake to
into Mali, according to
travelling abroad,”
UPI. Islamist threats in
Mahjoub
said.
the country’s sense of security”
Mali have also been
“There is no power
under examination by
vacuum and the
U.S. officials who are
prime minister is
c o n s i d e r i n g
coordinating with
directly targeted at Aziz by Islamic participation in the unilateral
him.”
Despite reports of the president’s forces, according to Agence France military strikes, according to The
recovery, the incident has served Presse (AFP), the oldest French Wall Street Journal.
The
potential
for
to shake the country’s sense of news agency in the world.
security, according to United Press But no concrete evidence has collaborative military action
International (UPI). Officials say emerged to confirm these during a time when its leader
the shooting was purely accidental, allegations, according to The comes under physical assault is
problematic for Mauritania, but
but local commentators continue Nation, a Pakistani news source.
As investigation into the government officials continue to
to criticize the event as suspicious.
And Mauritania’s long history of episode continues, the more be optimistic, according to the
violent coup conflicts does little to immediate concern is the political Chicago Tribune.
ease rumors that the shooting may stability of the Mauritania’s

NEW WAY OUT
Cuba lifts travel restrictions for citizens who wish to
leave the country.

RACHEL VACHON
L&T EDITOR
Cuban residents will soon have more
freedom to travel. The government
announced Tuesday that as of Jan. 14, 2013,
citizens can go abroad without undergoing
the usual routine, according to The New
York Times.
Since the Cold War, Cubans
who wanted to travel abroad were required
to have an exit visa priced at $150, as well
as a letter of invitation that could cost as
much as $200, according to CNN. Even if
Cuban citizens were able to apply for both,
the documents could easily be denied by
the Cuban government.
Medical professionals,
scientists, athletes and military personnel
who have been limited in the past could
still be restricted after the new policy goes
into effect, according to the Associated
Press and The New York Times. The new
arrangement by the government still allows
these restrictions for maintaining a state of
capital.

The implementation of this policy is the
fulfillment of President Raúl Castro’s
campaign promises for reform when he
became president in 2008, according to
CNN. For those who have been approved to
travel abroad, Cuban citizens can now stay
out of the country for two years before
losing their rights, an improvement over
the previous stipulation of 11 months,
according to The New York Times.
Although more freedom is afforded by this
change, citizens still have to apply and be
approved for a passport and a visa from the
country they intend to enter, according to
CNN and the AP. Cubans will also need the
U.S. government’s permission before they
can legally enter the country, which could
further deter Cuban travels.
“The ordinary passport will be issued to the
Cuban citizens who meet the requirements
of the migration Law,” reported Granma, a
Cuban Communist newspaper.
Even though Cubans now have the ability

to travel more freely, the new policy
reignites issues of immigration. The U.S.
and Cuba have discussed immigration
since 1980, according to The New York
Times.
For a time, immigration from Cuba to the
U.S. was encouraged. The U.S. eventually
developed a policy that gives Cubans a legal
status on American soil, an action that
angered Cuba because immigrants could
seek American citizenship, according to the
AP. And now, under the new policy that
allows Cubans to stay abroad for two years,
Cubans will have the year they need to
apply for legal American residency.
“Many recent Cuban immigrants will jump
at this chance,” said Ted Henken, a Latin
American studies professor, in an article by
The New York Times. Henken followed up
his statement by adding that this “will
allow for a more normal back and forth.”

AROUND THE WORLD

Russia
Moscow-Authorities arrested
Sergei Udaltsov under the
accusation that the prominent
government opposition leader
was plotting to organize mass
riots, according to The New York
Times.

China
Middle East

Thousands of protesters stormed the
streets of southwestern city Luzhou
Oct. 17 after reports that a truck
driver had been beaten to death by
policemen, according to Reuters.

D RO P THAT DAIRY:
CANADIANS CAUGHT
SMUGGLING CHEESE
A recent investigation busted a
group of Canadian smugglers peddling
$200,000 worth of illicitly obtained
cheese from the U.S to restaurants in
Canada.
Cheese is not a cheap Canadian commodity, according to the BBC.
The culprits include a former police officer, and have been charged conspiracy
and smuggling, among other violations
of customs law.

BUZZING OVER BLUE
Beekeepers in Ribeauville, France
have recently discovered that their bees
have been producing blue and green
honey. The problem, it seems, is M&Ms.
The bees have been consuming sugary
waste from a nearby biogas plant that
processes the M&M waste. A procedure
has been enacted to stop the bees.

NO REFORM IN
RE-ELECTION
Venezuela’s President Hugo Chavez
remains in power for his fourth
term as president.

KATY BACKODE
STAF F WRI TER

“I pledge to you, I repeat, to every
day be a better president than I’ve been,”
said Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez,
after learning of his reelection on Oct. 7,
according to The Huffington Post. This
will be his fourth term as president. He
has already served for 14 years.
When he first took office in 1998, he
broke the previously discredited twoparty system.
The same year, the public foreign debt
for Venezuela was $24.2 billion. Currently,
it is $88.7 billion. The inflation rate in
Venezuela has since increased 18 percent,
according to tradingeconomics.com. This
can be compared to the America’s inflation rate of 2 percent.
Economists fear Chavez will be forced
to devalue Venezuelan currency again,
according to The Huffington Post. Chavez
has done this twice already, most recently
in January 2011, according to the CIA
Factbook.
Currently, one dollar is the equivalent to four BsF (Venezuelan currency),

according to Ruben Alarcon, a 2012 Taylor
graduate and Venezuelan native.
“That same dollar is sold at the black
market for about 15 BsF. It is crazy when
I try to exchange money. I opened a bank
account, and they told me it doesn’t work
in other countries,” Alarcon said.
The unreliable currency and shaky
economy have led to poverty for the
majority the nation. The number of poor
households is about 60 percent, according to the BBC.
Chavez won 54 percent of the vote
against Henrique Capriles, according to
Alarcon. Capriles has been nicknamed
“El Flaco” or “Skinny,” according to Latino
Fox News.
An extreme foreign policy shift was
expected if Capriles had won the election, loosening economic controls and
growing the private sector, according to
the Christian Science Monitor.
Differing from the views of Capriles,
President Chavez eliminated a private
sector during his time as president.
“The nationalization of most companies
in Venezuela has been a socialist success,”
Alarcon said of Chavez’s policies.
However, Chavez may not survive
another term. Since 2011, the Venezuelan leader has endured two surgeries
to remove tumors from his pelvic region,
along with chemotherapy and radiation
treatments, according to The Huffington
Post. Recent tests reveal that Chavez is
currently cancer free, although this still
remains a concern for Venezuelans.
“Venezuela needs a change,” Alarcon
added. “Fourteen years in power is more
than enough for a president to hold the
presidency.”

SCIENCE &TECH

“The Internet is powerful and influential, but it is
who we are as the Taylor community that determines who we are as an online community.”

FREEFALL FROM THE EDGE OF

THE

GEEK
BRIEFS

SPACE

Science Sem: Seeking Ecosystem and Economic Sustainability

C O PY ED I TO R & STAF F WRI TER

Amateur astronomers with planethunters.
org have found the only known planet that is in
an orbital relationship with four stars, scientists
announced Monday. The planet, named PH1 after
the Planethunters site, orbits one pair of stars,
which themselves are orbited by two other stars. A
gas giant thought to be slightly larger than Neptune,
the planet is located less than 5,000 light-years away
from Earth.
bbc.in/UaQJEm
Curiosity Finds an Earthlike Rock

Photograph provided by Red Bull

Felix Baumgarter jumps towards history with his record-breaking jump.

Reports of Google’s third-quarter earnings were
mistakenly released early yesterday, which led to
an 8 percent drop in its stock price before NASDAQ
halted trading of Google shares. The plunge followed
news that the company’s net income for the quarter
was down more than $600 million to $2.18 billion,
compared to earnings from the same quarter last
year. Google blamed the publisher, R.R. Donnelley &
Sons, for the error, and said its own PR department
was unaware the news was being released.
nyti.ms/TzmEcf
Apple Loses UK Appeal Against Samsung
The BBC reported Thursday that Apple had lost
an appeal against Samsung and must now publicly
announce that Samsung’s Galaxy Tab did not copy
the iPad’s design. Apple had claimed Samsung’s tablets infringed on its patent rights, which Samsung
said affected sales of the Tab. Judges who heard the
appeal believed only an announcement from Apple
could begin to erase this damage. Apple did come
away with one victory, though: the original judge
in the case said Samsung’s tablets do not mimic
Apple’s because “they are not as cool.”
bit.ly/QynHbq

AUSTRIAN SKYDIVER COMPLETES RECORD-BREAKING DIVE 24 MILES
ABOVE EARTH
KATELYN S. IRONS
COPY EDITOR

A man jumped out of a capsule 128,097 feet above Earth
on Sunday, breaking the sound barrier and world records
but not — surprisingly — his legs. Felix Baumgartner, an
Austrian daredevil and skydiver, completed the project
with his sponsor Red Bull.
The records Baumgartner broke included the highest
skydive and highest balloon flight, at approximately 24
miles above earth. He fell without a parachute from
this height for 4 minutes and 22 seconds, with a complete flight time of 9 minutes and
9 seconds.
Next, Baumgartner broke the
sound barrier as he became the
first to surpass it outside of a
vehicle. He was in freefall for 34
seconds before going supersonic
— breaking the speed of sound —
at nearly 834 mph.
The jump was completed after
two test jumps from 71,000 and
96,000 feet. The previous record
was set by Joseph Kittinger at
102,800 feet. Kittinger, now 84,
mentored Baumgartner for these
jump attempts, preparing him mentally for what he
would experience at the extreme altitude.
The event took place in Roswell, N.M. The heliumfilled balloon which lifted Baumgartner in the capsule
was constructed of a polyethylene film .0008 inches thick,
according to the Red Bull Stratos site. The balloon was
30 million cubic feet in capacity and, when filled, was 55
stories high. It weighed 3,708 pounds deflated.
As the helium balloon passed through the troposphere

(the innermost layer of the atmosphere) and into the
stratosphere, the capsule protected Baumgartner from
the extremely cold temperatures of the atmosphere, Red
Bull Stratos reported.
Baumgartner needed a pressurized suit as well as the
capsule to protect him as he climbed to higher altitudes.
“Above around 62,000 feet, the liquid in the human body
can turn to gas, which we imagine isn’t much fun,” wrote
blogger James Trew for Engadget.
After the freefall, Baumgartner activated his parachute with
ease and glided into the desert
40 miles from the launch site.
“When I was standing there on
top of the world, you become so
humble, you do not think about
breaking records anymore, you
do not think about gaining scientific data. . . . The only thing
you want is to come back alive,”
Baumgartner said after the jump.
Red Bull, which sponsored the
event, invested seven years of
research and millions of dollars
for the exposure. More than eight million people viewed
the event live, according to YouTube.

“When I was standing
there on top of the world,
you become so humble,
you do not think about
breaking records anymore. . . .”

To learn more about the mission and what Red
Bull Stratos learned from it, visit redbullstratos.
com.

SCIENTIFIC PRESIDENTIAL PLATFORMS
DAVID ADAMS
S&T EDITOR

In an election season consumed by discussion of job-creation and the health of the economy, it is often difficult to see the wide variety of issues before the presidential candidates.
Scientific issues in particular, which the candidates are often keen to avoid, tend to receive little attention. Sciencedebate.org, in partnership with Scientific American and a host
of U.S. science organizations, seeks to correct this lack of information by questioning the candidates on 14 science-related issues. Here are Obama and Romney’s stances on four
of those issues to consider before Election Day — now less than three weeks away.

Innovation & the Economy The Internet
Obama
President Obama presents two goals to
spark innovation in a difficult economy
during his next term. He wants to double
funding to “key research agencies” —
though he does not specify which ones —
and prepare 100,000 teachers in the STEM
fields of science, technology, engineering
and math during the next 10 years. Ultimately, Obama wants 1 million students
to graduate with STEM degrees in the next
decade.
Romney
Romney would encourage innovation
through a number of policy reforms,
including increasing the number of visas
granted to foreign workers with advanced
degrees, reforming the tax code to make
permanent the tax breaks for research
and development and capping the cost
of imposing new regulations on business.
He would also partner with nations that
are “committed to the principles of free
enterprise” and reduce American trade
with nations that steal intellectual property, including China.

CONNECTING
TO TAYLOR
LIFE
KYLE CARRUTHERS

Planet with Four Suns Discovered

Google’s 3Q Earnings Released Early; Company’s Stock Plunges
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A LOOK AT TAYLOR’S INTERNET
SUBCULTURE

At this week’s science seminar, Gustavo Chacón
Vintimilla of Ecuador’s Universidad del Azuay will
explore “how novel use of pine litter for composting
manure or making mud bricks is proving to be both
ecologically sustainable and economically viable for
local communities.”
Monday at 4 p.m. in Euler 109.

The Mars Rover has discovered a rock similar
in composition to some of the rarest rocks from
deep in the Earth, NASA reported last week. The
football-sized rock, nicknamed Jake, may have been
formed in a manner similar to the Earth rocks it
resembles, which could indicate the presence of
water-rich magma deep in Mars’ core. The rock is
unique among Curiosity’s discoveries so far.
bit.ly/UaTaGJ

CONNECTING TO TAYLOR LIFE

Obama
A “free and open Internet is (an) essential component of American society and
the modern economy,” according to the
Obama campaign. The president supports
legislation which protects intellectual
property but acknowledges such measures
must “not reduce freedom of expression,
increase cybersecurity risk or undermine
the dynamic, innovative global Internet.”
He also wants to increase governmental
security by protecting the U.S.’s vital infrastructure from cyber attack.
Romney
“It is not the role of the government to
‘manage’ the Internet,” Romney stated. He
believes the Internet is innovative because
the government has kept regulations to
a minimum, calling the Internet “a cornerstone of our economy.” Romney claims
Obama’s policies in support of net neutrality have allowed the government to act as
a “gatekeeper in the broadband economy,”
amounting to government interjection in
the marketplace. Romney also opposes
“innovation-stifling” international regulation of the Internet through the U.N.

Space

Climate Change

Obama

Obama
The president considers climate change “one of the biggest issues of this generation” and seeks to continue
many of the policies his administration has implemented
during its first term. These include limiting greenhouse
gas emissions from vehicles and investments in clean
energy. Obama’s platform claims American dependence
on foreign oil is at its lowest level in 20 years, and he
wants the U.S. to continue reducing this dependence as
the country leads the world in setting emission limits.

The president wants to pursue an “ambitious new
direction for NASA.” Obama claims victory in extending the life of the International Space Station through
2020 and believes this will expand opportunity for
international cooperation in space. Obama also wants
to support America’s developing private space industry
and maintains “nobody comes close” in Earth observation or robotic exploration of space. He emphasizes

Romney
Romney acknowledges climate change but believes
there is “a lack of scientific consensus on the issue,”
an asteroid by 2025 and on Mars by the 2030s — as including how much humans have contributed to
examples of America’s leadership in space.
global warming and how big a risk it is for the global
community. He maintains that the problem is not just
“America Warming” but is “Global Warming” and considRomney
ers Obama’s “cap-and-trade” policies destructive to the
Romney’s space platform is based on the belief that American energy industry. Romney favors a “No Regrets”
space exploration is critical for America’s “techno- policy that will reduce emissions whether the risks of
logical innovation, national security and international climate change materialize or not.
his administration’s early goals — to land humans on

standing” and for “the global economy.” Unlike Obama,
Romney believes the
U.S.’s leadership in space
is eroding after a halfcentury of achievement.
He wants to revitalize
NASA to return the
U.S. to leadership in
space and create new
opportunities for space
innovation.

The source of the Internet’s power is its ability
to connect people. People use this ability to
bond and create online communities and
cultures, and real communities often spill
over into virtual ones. Taylor is no different,
and students regularly interact with each
other online and adapt online resources into
a particular flavor of subculture.
Stud ents par ticipat e in sit es li ke
ratemyprofessors.com and Upland Book
Exchange in order to reap practical benefits
from the ability to connect, but practical purposes are just the surface of student interaction.
Recreational connections on the Internet
add most to Taylor’s online culture. Intramural sports are organized on the Web, as are
events like next Thursday’s Zombie Run put
on by ACT:S under Taylor Word Outreach.
This event is a personalization of the common zombie cultural theme. Websites help
organize campus-wide games like Assassins,
a form of tag using Nerf weapons. Students
share computer games they make and participate in online forum-based roleplaying
with each other. Online radio shows are put
on weekly at wtur.taylormediacomm.com.
Twitter is also a connection point for
students. A recent example is the account
created to document Third West Wengatz’s
Melon and Gourd week. The account provides
a consistent stream of information regarding the possession of each dreaded weight.
Students have Twitter accounts, as do departments and organizations, including The Echo,
the English department and Taylor Sports.
Various Twitter accounts managed by Taylor students have become popular within the
community. One is @TUChapel, which livetweets quotes, songs and other memorable
aspects of chapel services. Fake Dr. Habecker
(@FakeDrHabecker) tweets humorous and
sometimes biting commentary on Taylor life.
StuffNoTaylorKidsSay (@StufNoTUKidsSay),
with more than 500 followers, puts an ironic
twist on Taylor events with its tweets, recently,
“I got 99 problems, but Melon and Gourd ain’t
one.”
Some trends have risen and fallen, from
the long dead Likealittle website to last year’s
Taylor Memes page. The most popular distractions don’t seem to last long. The more
enduring interaction points have a focus on
meaningful connection, rather than humor
or amusement. The “24/7 TU Prayer” group
has hardly gone a day without a posted prayer
request since the beginning of the school year.
Despite the diversity of Internet participation, the large majority of Taylor culture is
filtered through Facebook. Facebook groups
and pages, like “Groups at Taylor,” provide
opportunities for students to interact with
a large majority of the student population
regardless of the fact that not every student
knows each other. Departments, floors, friend
groups, classes, small groups and others have
made pages or groups where students can
engage in relevant discussion.
The Internet molds to reflect culture that
is put into it, in this case Taylor culture, but,
as in every culture, communication can lead
to conflict and misunderstanding.
The Facebook page Taylor University Awkward Couples has recently become popular.
The page currently has 651 likes, but if there
was a dislike button, some people would use
it.
“I have had about three or four people
telling me that they do not appreciate the
pictures on this page,” said the creator and
manager of the page, who wishes to remain
anonymous. “It doesn’t surprise me, but
I don’t think there is anything wrong with
posting pictures.”
The manager views the page as “harmless
fun,” but added, “if someone really does not
want their picture on there, I respect that
and remove it.”
Few couples have complained about the
presence of the pictures, and some have even
submitted goofy pictures to make it onto the
page.
The Internet is an extension of our culture,
whether that be positive or negative. The
Internet is powerful and influential, but it
is who we are as the Taylor community that
determines who we are as an online community.

LIFE & TIMES
100 Years of
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A Timeline
Timeline designed by Mark Davis
Newspaper images provided by University Archives

1963-1964

BY RACHEL VACHON
LIFE & TIMES EDITOR

The Echo is born! This booklet is published
semi-monthly and contains two-column
articles. The first issue of The Echo
measures 8 ½ inches by 7 inches and the
second issue on measures 9 ¼ inches by 6
inches, close to the size of an iPad. A staff
of 10 collaborates to compile news, poetry
and creative writing.

The Echo helps readers navigate the paper easier with the addition of a
Table of Contents on the bottom right corner of the front page. The 11-page
paper comes out semi-monthly.

1916-1917

The serif font Cheltenham takes
center stage of this five-column
newspaper during the fall of 1941.
The Masthead, text and many
headlines are set in it. The New
York Times uses Cheltenham as a
headline font today.

1942-1944
& 1946

1944-1945

1941-1942

The Echo and the yearbook, the
Gem, combine to create The
Gem-Echo between the years of
1942 and 1944 and again after the
war in 1946. This publication is
four pages, published bi-weekly,
and the staff ranges from 16 to
29 students throughout the three
years.

Adding a little flower power to
the page, the masthead changes
to seventies-styled font on Oct. 10,
1969. Echo is four pages.

1995-1996

1971-1972

Bylines are listed with their respective articles for the first time.
This 53-person staff introduces
the first color photo to the paper
for the Youth Conference 1972
issue and, eventually, the first
full-color issue. The page number
fluctuates between six and eight
pages throughout the year.

1921-1922

1950-1951

New decade, new look. The
masthead takes on a fifties
look, reminiscent of diners and
milkshakes. The four-page paper
contains mostly news articles,
and the inclusion of poetry and
creative writing decreases.

1976-1977

1930-1931

1929-1930

1953-1954

The Echo becomes a weekly paper.

More content is added to this
year’s Echo issues. On April 27,
1932, masthead changes to replace
the Taylor crest with a stylised
drawing of the old Administration
Building.

Fall semester combines a new layout with the
previous year’s Times New Roman for “Echo” and a
script style for “The.”

1999-2000

2002-2003

1951-1952

The fall semester has a threedimensional masthead, which
changes fonts on Feb. 2, 1954, and
includes the old Administration
Building drawing on the top right
side. A defined “Sports” page
disappears from the paper. The
staff includes 31 people this year.

1979-1980
New masthead reflects an
‘echo’ with a sound wave effect
encompassing the title.

1931-1932

1972-1973

A decreased staff of 24 works to put an eight-to-12page publication of The Echo. The masthead starts
with a scripted font, and then returns to the 1972-1973
masthead from Feb. 18 to May 6, 1977, with a full front
page picture.

The seventies return with the reappearance of a blocktypeface logo. Sections start appearing with their
respective names, and a full page color article appears
on Oct. 14, 1977. The staff increases to 35 people.

1955-1956
1981-1982

“Opinions” and “Sports” section
increase to two pages.

2008-2009
1958-1959

The masthead changes at the beginning of the school year with a wispy,
spiral effect coming off the end of the “Echo” that is repeated on each
section’s heading. The format spans four, and later five, columns. Teasers
are displayed above the header with the date to the right. On Nov. 14, 2007,
the masthead moves the swirl inside a blue box to the left of the publication’s title. Subtitles include same blue boxes.

BAHAMIAN STUDENTS
DISCUSS CULTURE SHOCK
World

1983-1984

FOOTBALL TEAM COMES
CLOSE AT BUTLER

CHRISTIANS AND BEER:
LIFE AFTER THE LTC

Sports

Opinions

Volume 98
Number 5

“ M rs. H abe c k e r f ollowe d the ir instruc tion as she grabbe d a c ar holde r- sty le Sty rof oam
c up, f ille d it with the c orre c t ic e ( pe lle t) and adde d D ie t C ok e . But, whe n it c ame
to the straw and lid, she was nonc onf or mist — she sk ippe d the m all toge the r. ”

24 SEPT.
2010

ALISSA GOEGLEIN, LIFE & TIMES CO-EDITOR

1984-1985

The Echo’s page number
increases to six pages while the
staff decreases to 15 students. The
bold, lineal masthead from 1925
returns along with the Taylor
crest between “The” and “Echo.”

1961-1962

The Echo gets a spruce. Colored
ink is added to the newspaper’s
layout throughout this academic
year by a staff of 30 students.
Along with the facelift, the
masthead returns to the 1983
format at the beginning of the
semester, and the paper assumes
a magazine-like format.
“While I was editor, the staff
hoped to acquire this new piece
of equipment to help with
preparation of the newspaper,”
said 1984-1985 Echo editor Rob
Aldridge (‘86). “That new tool was
the Macintosh from this small
company called Apple.
Unfortunately, the budget that
year did not allow for that
purchase, so we stuck with the
typewriters to compose stories.”

Photo by tktk

1934-1935

A regular and defined sports page
is added to The Echo.

Masthead dramatically changes on Oct. 21, 1983, with
a blackletter font, MT Engravers Old English. The font
changes again on March 9, 1984, to block type with a
modern 80’s feel.

This year sports a minimalist
masthead that reads “The Student
ECHO of Taylor U.” The staff
increases to 51 people.

Taylor alumn Sammy Sanchez gives it his all in the boat regatta during last year’s competition in Taylor Lake.

A&E

A REBEL’S
FESTIVAL
Life & Times

CHURCH
ON A
BOAT
IN BRIEFS

TUALERT PRIZE DEADLINE
While students can sign up for
TUAlert at any time, the deadline to
qualify for a prize drawing is Sunday,
Sept. 26. TUAlert is a notification
system created to quickly alert Taylor
students, faculty and staff members of
emergency situations. Alerts are sent
via text message and/or e-mail. Enrollment is quick and easy. Students
should log into their Taylor account
and click on the “Student” tab. Under
“Student Quick Links,” students will
find the link for.the TUAlert signup,
where they can enter their phone
number and e-mail.

OFF CAMPUS PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS DUE
For those students interested in applying for a study abroad or domestic
program during the spring semester,
the final deadline for applications are
due on Oct. 1. A complete application
includes an online application, three
reference forms and an interview with
Jeff Miller, the Assistant Director of
Off-Campus Programs. To schedule
an interview, contact Trudy Gowin,
the Off Campus Programs Assistant.
Those students applying for a Bestsemester program, the final deadline
is today. Make sure you submit it in
time. They won’t accept it late.

PARENTS WEEKEND HAS
CAMPUS-WIDE APPEAL

by ABBY
HAVERDINK
CONTRIBUTOR

NEW IDEAS COMBINE WITH TRADITION FOR NEXT WEEKEND’S EXCITING EVENTS
n the past, Parents and Family Weekend
has been an event that often interests only
those with family coming to visit. This
year, the event expands with a twist on
Taylor tradition and offers something for
everyone.
At least eight music groups, four athletic
teams, four educational departments and
the Student Activities Committee (SAC) will be
included during next weekend’s events.
“If you don’t have a mom and dad coming, this
weekend is still for you,” said Amanda Schaffer,
director of Parent and Family Programs.
Saturday is packed full of activities to satisfy
whatever students or family members might
desire.
For those craving some physical competition
of their own, SAC’s Tin Man Triathlon will take
place from 9 to 10:30 a.m. at Taylor Lake. The Tin
Man features a short swim, a 20-mile bike ride
and a 5K run.
Stick around for the Cardboard Boat Regatta
which unfolds from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Students

After a fast-paced day, students and families can
can participate or watch as teams of parents and
students attempt to engineer seaworthy boats that slow down with a “Night on the Loop.” Pianists,
harpists, string quartets, jazz combos and more
will earn them a victory.
“At the same time, we will be having a cookout at will be included.
Students will provide the entertainment for
the beach,” Shaffer said, “so you can come and eat
Saturday night’s threeand watch all the craziness
part event. “I think what
of sinking boats.”
reflects Taylor are the
More than 30 families
students and what the
have already registered
“IF YOU DON’T HAVE A MOM
students are doing,” Schaffor the regatta. At least
fer said.
eight family members have
AND DAD COMING, THIS
The night begins at 5
signed up for the Tin Man
WEEKEND
IS
STILL
FOR YOU.”
p.m. with “Taste of Taylor”
Triathlon.
at the transformed DC, an
Students can also head
event designed to satisfy
out to watch the men’s
taste, sight and sound.
lacrosse team faces Butler
While dining, attendees can enjoy student artwork
at 3 p.m. as Taylor fights for another victory.
“There is always a great ‘buzz’ on campus during and the soothing sounds of the piano.
The student artwork displayed in various places
Parent’s Weekend, so it will be fun for the players to play the fastest game on two feet for some at “Night on the Loop” will be up for silent aucpeople who maybe haven’t seen a lacrosse game tion. Student artists will receive the starting bid,
before,” said Brian Fraiz, president of the men’s
lacrosse team.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

FINANCIAL AID
REDESIGN IN
F I NA L S TAGE S
MANDOLYN HECOX
NEWS CO-EDITOR

INVISIBLE CHILDREN
ORGANIZATION BRINGS A
REALITY CHECK TO CAMPUS
The sobering presentation touched the hearts of those who
attended, inspriring many to make a difference.

The Echo celebrates 100 years of
collegiate journalism by adding
“Local News,” “Science & Technology” and “Features” sections
along with an extra sports page.
The masthead also becomes a
custom designed blackletter, and
The Echo makes its online debut
at TheEchoNews.com.
WEEKEND WEATHER

Today

81°
49°

Saturday

68°
45°

Sunday

2012-2013

2005-2006

There is an eight-page-MyGen issue with a photo spread. There is also
an issue where the front page, back page and Airband photo spread are
printed in color.
Events (Airband, MyGen, Nostalgia and a special “Green” issue) are
printed in color by the 23-member staff. Beginning on Sept. 26, 2007, front
and back pages are consistently in color. During the spring semester, the
“Features” section is replaced by a two-page “Life & Times” spread and the
“World” section.

On Sept. 25, 1981, the newspaper increases from four
to six pages. “Sports” section returns to the back page
of the paper. New sections develop in March of 1982
with the addition of “News,” “Columns,” “Features,”
“Intermissions,” “Editorials” and “Campus News.” A
satirical version of The Echo comes out March 31,
1982, called “The Schmecho.” There are only two issues
of this publication, and they are approximately the
size of a magazine.

2003-2004

The “Opinions” and “Sports”
sections are reduced to one page
each from the previous year.
Change is the theme of the year. The logo changes to a serif font with
outlined photos always accompanying the masthead on the right hand
side. On Oct. 7, The Echo has color on the front and back pages, along
with some of the inside pages. The Opinions page also includes photos of
writers. This newspaper is six columns wide and includes two different
comic strips.

2006-2007

2001-2002

The Echo undergoes a many changes this year. This eight-page paper sees
the addition of the “In This Issue...” and “Impact” sections. Graphics are
added to the weather column on Sept. 27, 2002, and Volume 90, No. 15,
does not exist, due to it not getting numbered. The “Sports,” “Opinions,”
“Features,” “News” and “A&E” sections fluctuate between one and three
pages throughout the year.

2004-2005

1980-1981

1998-1999

Introducing new sections! “A&E,”
“Opinions,” “Features” and “Sports”
officially become specified sections. Masthead also changes to a
black, italic font at the beginning
of the semester.

1977-1978

The masthead changes frequently during this academic year. What starts out with a modern, scripted
font at the beginning of the semester, eventually
changes every week from Oct. 26, 1979, to Feb. 16,
1980, before it settles on one look. On Dec. 7, 1979, an
issue called “L’Echo” comes out.

New sections are added to the newspaper. These included “Sports,” “Letters to the Editor,” “National News”
and “National/World News” sections. On Feb. 6, 1981,
The Echo changes its name to “University Courier” for
one issue. The paper moves to 8 pages on April 24, and
“Sports” moves to the inside of the paper on May 8.

1996-1997

Feb. 6, 1998, reintroduces Times New Roman as the
masthead, albeit uncondensed.

A tall, bold, nouveau style serif characterizes this
year’s masthead beginning in the spring of 2002.

Masthead changes to a script font
this year and includes the Taylor
crest on the left side. A staff of 40
works to put together this 4-page
paper.

With a bigger staff of 27 people,
The Echo takes on a newspaper
format with four pages and a
biweekly publication date. Masthead changes on Nov. 6, 1929, and
includes the Taylor crest between
“The” and “Echo.”

1997-1998

1994-1995

Masthead is altered on Sept. 1, 1995. It becomes the
serif Palatino reversed out of a black box. The layout
also changes. Staff decreases to eight members.

New masthead appears for the first semester and is
set in Copperplate Gothic with a drop shadow. The
font carries through the new semester, but the layout
is rearranged again.

This is a big year for The Echo.
With a staff of 80, they put
together a paper that fluctuates
between 6 and 8 pages. This
year sees the addition of the
“Perspective” section that provides
commentaries on on various
topics and issues, and “Around
Campus,” which informs students
of events in the area. Two colored
photos are printed this year:
one for the “Life in Perspective”
issue and one for the 1973 Youth
Conference issue. The masthead
remains the same, but is now
encased by a border.

1923-1924

By George, it looks like a newspaper! In the fall of 1925, The Echo
takes on a newspaper-like format
and is 5 columns across. Taylor
crest returns to the middle of the
newly-designed masthead, a lineal,
bold san serif.

Times New
Roman
Condensed
becomes the
masthead’s
typeface on
Sept. 2, 1994.

1969-1970

No weekly paper due to WWII

This 20-page Echo has a new layout and a highly
angular masthead from 1922 returns, making it look
and feel much like a magazine.

The Echo has a basic layout this
year with simple decoration and
a geometric border. It features a
cursive styled masthead.

1925-1926

1917-1918

This year’s 15-page paper changes
its masthead three times throughout the academic year. The first
change appears on Nov. 25, 1919,
when outlined mountains in the
background transform to torches.
On Feb. 10, 1920, the masthead
image changes from torches to
oil lamps on a stand. On April 13,
1920, the masthead changes from
oil lamps to one resembling the
current masthead.

The masthead changes again. The oil lamps remain
part of the layout, but they are now relocated into
the bottom right hand portion of the page. The Echo
doubles to nearly twice its former size with 20 pages.

1922-1923

1915-1916

Extra! Women start serving on the Advisory Board of
The Echo. The publication continues to include poetry
and short stories among its content. A 15-member
staff works hard to put together the 29-page publication covered in parchment-like paper.

This semester witnesses the first woman to serve in the role of Assistant
Editor. A small staff of seven puts together 11 pages of content.

1919-1920

1987-1988

The Echo look
returns to
a magazine
format.
Masthead
changes on
Sept. 11, 1987,
to a black,
serif text
with a drop
shadow.

Photo by Katy Andres

1913-1914

Masthead
stays the
same with
the exception
of scripted
font which
changes on
May 1, 1964.
Page number
increases
from four to
six pages on
Dec. 11, 1963.

70°
47°

In a move hoped to attract and
“Where there
retain more students at Taylor,
are the most
the Financial Aid department
people, that’s
has been working on a redesign
where we want
for aid that is scheduled to be
finalized by Oct. 1.
to give them
Previously, academic awards
the most help
have been heavily based on
we can.”
test score. While there is a
high school GPA component,
the necessary 3.3 GPA has not
been extremely difficult to most
incoming Taylor students--according to Admissions’
figures, 25 percent of this year’s incoming class had
a GPA of 4.0.
While plans are still in the works, the changes will
be used for incoming students in fall 2011.
“We’re going to give more weight to high school GPA,”
said Tim Nace, director of Financial Aid. “The awards
at the top of the scale are going to come down a little
bit, and the awards at the bottom of the scale are
going to come up. We don’t have that many perfect
ACT people.”
One of the reasons so much attention was paid to test
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

“I never wanted to
A presentation given
KYLA MARTIN
mess up because if we
by the Invisible ChilCONTRIBUTOR
are trying to escape
dren Organization on
Tuesday night struck a chord with and you don’t make it, they will kill
you,” said Jimmy, an escaped child
Taylor students.
The war that has been raging soldier who shared his story.
Jimmy arrived in the U.S. about
in Africa for over two decades has
gone relatively unnoticed, and the a month ago from Uganda and has
Invisible Children organization is since toured the country to spread
breaking the silence. The involve- awareness about the child soldiers.
He travels with his mentor, Richment of two past child soldiers in
the presentation gave Taylor stu- ard Mark, who also works to spread
dents a first-hand glimpse into the awareness of the injustice happening not only in Uganda, but also
sad reality.
“This war has been going on for in Sudan and Congo, and to rally
20 years, and it’s just now that Christians together to end this war.
“When the Bible says you are
we’re talking about it,” said freshthe light, that is the best thing we
man Kinsley Koons.
Since her first year in high have—light,” Mark said.
Students were given the chance
school, Koons has been a contact
for Invisible Children groups, set- to take a part in the ministry of
ting up awareness events like the Invisible Children. One hundred
one that took place Tuesday in percent of the money students
gave to buy bags, shirts, bracelets
Reidger Chapel.
Joseph Kony is the leader of the and DVDs will be used to educate
Lord’s Resistence Army (LRA), a escaped child soldiers. Tuesday,
rebel group. LRA members abduct Taylor students raised over $2,500
children while they sleep and per- through their purchases.
form horrific acts to ensure the children will not try to escape.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Starting August 27, 2010, The
Echo sports a new hand-designed
masthead, and photos are no
longer outlined. Columns are
used in the paper throughout the
year, and they vary in number. To
go beyond the on-campus community, Life & Times implements
a new feature called “Breaching
the Bubble.” A front page from
August 24, 2010 is shown.

2007-2008

2010-2011

A&E

“These three actors are the driving force of the film — if only the film had
something to drive. Truthfully, the plot aimlessly wanders to and fro, reflective
of Freddie’s own journey: lacking poise and purpose, but most of all, angry. ”

AN AIMLESS MASTERPIECE
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MAKING ONE MOMENT
LAST FOREVER

DOCUMENTARY PRODUCED BY TAYLOR ALUMNI TO PREMIERE AT HEARTLAND

KATHRYN KROEKER

A&E EDITOR

Three Taylor alumni will see their names as the credits
roll at Heartland Film Festival in Indianapolis this
weekend, as a documentary they produced is featured
on the big screen for the first time.
The 12-minute documentary “One Split Second” was
put together by three media communications majors
last year as a class project. Students Rikki Henry, James
Dickinson and Josh Giuliano directed, produced and
edited the film, respectively, although the team said
their official roles overlapped most of the time.
“It was more of a collaboration,” Henry said. “The
three
of us, we all melded.”
Photographs by Ride The Highway Productions
Taylor graduates Rikki Henry and James Dickinson accompany cancer patient Brie and her family on her family portrait The documentary tells the story of Leah Hoskins, a
Marion resident and cancer survivor who founded an
session, sponsored by The F.I.L.M. Project.
organization called The F.I.L.M. Project in 2011, Henri
said. The project provides family portraits to those
suffering from terminal illnesses. Photographers across
the country have volunteered as part of the project,
offering families memory-making photo sessions that
will endure in spite of suffering. The film was named
Best Documentary at Taylor’s Envision Film Festival
in 2012.
“Hoskins is a great example of how one person can
take the gifts God gives her and use them for the sake of
others,” said Assistant Professor of Media Communication Kathy Bruner. “Both her photography and her life
are beautiful testimonies, and the student filmmakers
in my documentary class were able to capture that.”
The team immediately connected with Hoskins’ story
when Bruner suggested it to their class as a film topic.
All three had been personally affected by cancer, but
Dickinson, whose mother was diagnosed with breast
cancer a few years ago, was particularly drawn to the
story. “The hook was set in me when I heard about
creative work, photography, in the realm of helping
people,” Dickinson said.
“It immediately caught all of our hearts,” Henry added.
Josh Giuliano (’12) reviews footage for “One Split Second,” which will screen at the Heartland Film Festival this weekend.

AND NOW OUR FEATURE

PRESENTATION

Singing a New Song

STAFF WRITER

include “Magnify” by Marvin Sapp, “Moving
Forward” by Hezekiah Walker and “Holiness” by
Micah Stampley.
“Stampley happens to be my cousin, so
performing a song by him will be exciting,” Jones
said. He said tonight’s repertoire will move
deeper than last year’s selections. “Last year we
had really good songs but I feel they weren’t
as intimate,” he said. “I think we’ll really reach
people with our song selection this year.”
The songs are not the only thing different for
gospel choir. Senior Mwangi Maina is the new
director of the choir, the position formerly held
by Ryan Mickens, who graduated in 2012.
“Mwangi is new, but he’s very calm and collected,” Stargel said. “He can lead with an iron
fist when need be, (but) he’s also funny and great
to be around.”

MISS POTTER
Summary: Beatrix Potter and her publisher Norman Warne form an
unexpected attachment -- in spite of her parents’ disapproval -- while
working together to boost Potter’s literary prestige as a children’s
author and illustrator.

An Aimless Masterpiece

Rated PG for brief mild language

OPINIONS CO-EDITOR

KATHRYN KROEKER

I have held off as long as possible, but it’s time for a confession: I am
a sucker for romances. My preference tends toward the bittersweet,
including stories of unrequited love and inevitable heartache. Perhaps
it’s because these stories are more realistic than the Hollywood
schmaltz or Disney fairytales the film industry feeds us. They remind
us that while love is sweet it is also risky, and can reroute our lives in
unexpected ways. Didn’t someone once say that “To love at all is to be
vulnerable”?

Why you should watch it: Few would expect such a dramatic and
emotional story behind the lighthearted tales of Peter Rabbit and
Jemima Puddle-Duck. This film delights audiences of all ages: animal
stories for the younger crowd, heartwarming romance for young adults
and complex issues of grief and family dynamics for adults to ponder. It
also notes Potter’s successful conservation efforts in the Lake District,
where she she purchased property and kept farms.
Where to find it: Zondervan Library DVD collection, F M69P

AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER
Summary: A pair of unlikely lovers meets during a transatlantic cruise,
where they establish a test to see if their relationship can last: meet at
the top of the Empire State Building in six months to prove that destiny
has not passed them by.
Not rated; contains thematic material
Why you should watch it: Classy, romantic, intimate. You know that
the idealistic world the characters inhabit is too good to last in
disappointing reality, but you applaud them for wanting it to. This
film demonstrates that a love story can be passionate without being
raunchy. Case in point: the first kiss isn’t even captured on camera.
Where to find it: Zondervan Library DVD collection, F Af26R

BECOMING JANE
Summary: Jane Austen’s ire for Mr. Tom Lefroy slowly melts into
affection, but when the two consider marriage Jane realizes more is at
stake than social conventions and fortune.
Rated PG for brief nudity and mild language
Why you should watch it: Austen readers will see snippets of the
Regency novelist’s famous plotlines and characters within this
portrayal of Austen’s own love story. She is at once Elizabeth Bennet
and Catherine Morland, courted by Mr. Collins one moment and Mr.
Darcy the next. The takeaway value is deeper than an ill-fated love story.
Viewers realize by the end that no one’s motives are entirely predictable,
and that seemingly self-centered actions may reveal disguised goodness.
Where to find it: Zondervan Library DVD collection, F B389

More information about the festival is available at
trulymovingpictures.org/heartland-film-festival.

DAVID SEAMAN

“I’m excited for new experiences. I can’t wait to
give praise to God.”
That is how freshman soprano Rebekah Stargel feels about her first semester in the Taylor
University Gospel Choir. With a new leader and
new direction, she has good reason to be excited.
“‘Commit’ is our theme for the year and for
the concert,” said sophomore John Jones, who
is the new section leader for the tenor/bass section. He said that the theme is a continuation of
last year’s theme, “Do You Know Him?” “You’re
committing your time, your prayer, your voice so
we can worship and invest in other people’s lives,”
Jones said.
The Gospel Choir will perform at the homecoming concert for the 2012 Alumni Award
recipients at 7:30 p.m. tonight in Rediger Auditorium. The songs featured in tonight’s concert

A&E EDITOR

The team chose the title “One Split Second” because
it illustrated the goal of The F.I.L.M. Project, Dickinson
said. “(Hoskins) talked about how the photographers
capture one split second in time,” he said. “We thought
there was a lot of power behind those three words.”
As part of the filming process, the team accompanied a ten-year-old cancer patient named Brie to her
family portrait session. Henry said Brie inspired her
to be thankful for what she has and to focus on the
positive. “She’s such a strong girl,” Henri said. “It just
boggles my mind.”
Bruner submitted the documentary to the Heartland
Film Festival in June but did not inform the team until
it had been accepted. “Heartland is an increasingly
difficult festival to get into,” Bruner said. “The honor
of having screened at Heartland is an indicator of both
great storytelling and great production skills.”
Henry said the news that “One Split Second” had
been accepted came as a surprise. “I never really
thought a film of mine would be accepted by a film
festival,” she said.
Dickinson said the film will be helpful in getting their
names out in the film industry. However, he said he
was more excited for The F.I.L.M. Project than for his
professional success. “This is a major victory for them,”
he said. “We’re commanded by Christ to use our gifts
and talents to further the kingdom of God, and I think
that we should all be actively seeking ways in which
to give back.”
Bruner organized a campus van to transport students to a screening of “One Split Second” at the festival
on Sunday afternoon. Those interested in joining the
group should contact Kathy Bruner.

“Maina brings more organization to the
choir, which I like,” Jones added. “He embodies
Christian core values really well. Ryan was more
outgoing, extroverted. Mwangi is more a lead-byexample person, a quieter person. He’s different,
but overall it was a good change. Both are great
leaders.”
Jones, who is also a section leader in gospel
choir, said this year looks different to him from
a staff perspective. “I like the leadership role,” he
said. “I get to meet people I didn’t know before
and teach the songs I really like.”
“I’m part of the choir,” Jones continued. “I don’t
want to be this authority figure. I want people to
view me as someone who’s there.”
Join the gospel choir tonight as they commit
their new season to God by lifting their voices in
praise.

LUCAS SWEITZER

There is something supremely and inherently
American about “The Master.” Don’t ask me to
tell you what that something is, but it is there.
“The Master,” the latest film written and
directed by Paul Thomas Anderson, is about
a relationship between two men. The first is
Freddie (Joaquin Phoenix), a naval seaman
home from World War II, suffering from what
won’t be known as post-traumatic stress
disorder for another few decades. The second
is the eponymous master, Lancaster Dodd
(Philip Seymour Hoffman), leader of a vibrant
community called The Cause.
It’s hard not to compare Phoenix’s
performance to Daniel Day-Lewis in “There
Will Be Blood,” but Lewis had no co-star like
Hoffman to build his performance on. And
even in his deeply masculine role, Phoenix
offers wiry, strangely feminine movements,
a distinction usually saved for the late great
Marlon Brando.
Hoffman lives up to expectations as a man
deeply ingrained in cultish thinking. The
“processing” scenes are particularly strong
for Hoffman, his calm rage feeding Phoenix’s
fire. Also, Amy Adams’ unexpectedly strong
performance as Dodd’s wife Peggy creates an
even greater balance.
These three actors are the driving force of
the film — if only the film had something to
drive. Truthfully, the plot aimlessly wanders
to and fro, reflective of Freddie’s own journey:
lacking poise and purpose, but most of all,
angry.
Maybe that’s where an American quality
seeps into “The Master.” A man from the navy
with no subject left to focus his aggression.
He turns to the usual vices — drinking,
indiscriminate sex — but nothing satisfies
him until he happens upon Dodd, his family
and The Cause.
The connection to L. Ron Hubbard and
the Church of Scientology is obvious, and
Anderson finally admitted to the analogy
a few weeks ago. As the movie progresses
Freddie further subscribes to Dodd’s cultish
cause, both losing and finding himself in an
ethereal process. That’s mildly interesting, I
suppose, but not nearly as compelling as the

relationship between the subjugated
and subjugator. Dodd’s composed
psychological tactics trump Freddie’s
pure hatred, and even give him
something to believe in.
Assuredly, many other comparisons can
be made other than Scientology. Freddie
is the id to Dodd’s ego, yin and yang,
and so on. But any attempt to specify
the nature of their relationship wavers
dangerously on explaining the movie
away. “The Master” asks more questions
than it answers, and those searching for
answers will be left very disappointed.
The other technical aspects desired
of a period piece are all present: the
costuming is authentic, the score
connects the movie deeply with
Anderson’s “There Will Be Blood” and the
last line will leave you dumbfounded in
your seat far after the credits have rolled.
That being said, I am no master critic.
To me, all of the essentials of a movie
good are in place. It was shot with an
artist’s eye, contains a great script and
balanced cast, and so on. But the aimless
plot still bothers me. It makes me wonder
if the movie was worth making at all.
I’m glad they did, because I loved “The
Master,” but I’m not sure I loved it as
Photograph by afterthecut.com
much as it loves itself.
After returing home from World War II, Freddie Quell (Joaquin
Pheonix) takes photos of a family inside a mall.
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“If we went back to the simple things, we’d find we’ve been wasting a
lot of time, energy and money. It’s a matter of learning to recycle, but
it’s also a matter of learning to give.”

A HELPING HEART
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Playwright William Gebby writes the stories of ordinary people choosing
extraordinary lives.

CHARACTER DRIVEN

MEREDITH SELL
STAFF WRITER

S

eventeen years in prison. More than 35,000 lashes
in eight years. Clubbed to temporary blindness.
Forty-seven African Americans freed.
This is the life of Calvin Fairbank, a Methodist
minister imprisoned in the Kentucky State Penitentiary
for helping slaves escape to freedom. This is the price
Fairbank paid for acting on his conviction that “all men
are created equal.” This is what he accomplished before
time all but ripped his name from its record.
This is the true story Indiana playwright William
Gebby shares through his newest play, “But Not
Destroyed,” this year’s Taylor Touring Theatre Company
production.
“Here’s a man of God who recognized the fact that all
men are brothers — and God commands us to do good
in this world and to break unjust laws, if need be,” Gebby
said. “And he’s been forgotten.”
Gebby writes the stories of people like Fairbank —
people who don’t take life lightly, but live with passion
and purpose.
“You’ve got to have some characters who realize
they’re living life and that living life is a life-or-death

William Gebby looks at the new poster for the upcoming play “But Not
Destroyed.”

matter,” Gebby said. “I fasten onto characters who know
that, who understand that we’ve only got a certain
amount of time to live, and we need to be about the
business of living.”
The touring company’s production for the past two
years, “We Will Not be Silent,” was also penned by Gebby.
It told the story of the “White Rose Martyrs,” German
students who lost their lives rebelling against the Nazi
regime.
“They were men and women who were living for Christ,
and they were going to die like men and women who
were living for Christ,” Gebby said.
Gebby wrote both plays at the request of Taylor’s
Managing/Artistic Director of Theatre Tracy Manning,
whom he’d worked with years earlier when she was the
artistic director of Center Stage, a Christian theater
outreach of Manning’s church.
“We had a strong connection, in terms of our faith and
our art and integrating those things in a community
where you didn’t find a lot of that,” Manning said.
At the time, Gebby was seeking feedback on his plays.
A poet at heart, he’d picked up playwriting to gain an
audience.
“No one was reading poetry,” Gebby said.
Then he watched film versions of plays by Tennessee
Williams and realized, “This guy’s writing poetry — and
getting away with it.”
In 1988, following the birth of his daughter, Gebby
began taking playwriting courses at the Phoenix Theatre
in Indianapolis. Little by little, his theater involvement
grew, and his scripts improved.
“I discovered the best way to learn to write plays was
to read plays,” Gebby said.
Ten years after he turned to scriptwriting, his play,
“A Lynching in Southern Indiana,” was put on at the
Theatre on the Square in Indianapolis. In 2008, when
Gebby converted it to a screenplay, he became a finalist
in the Kairos Prize Screenwriting Competition.
A period piece about the Klu Klux Klan in Indiana, the
story centers around a war hero, turned pacifist, who
comes home from battle only to be met by more inhumanity.
At a friend’s encouragement, Gebby began writing a novel of
the story, with a working title of “Dogwood and Sycamore.”
“It’s difficult for a playwright to write a novel,” Gebby said.
“You have to reformat your brain, but as I am writing it, the
characters are taking charge.”
For Gebby, the characters run the stories, and he
cooperates.

Photographs by Micah Hancock

William Gebby, the playwright for “But Not Destroyed,” stands on a map of Midwest where Calvin Fairbank worked with the Underground Railroad.

“You just immerse yourself in the lives of these
people, and the more you do that, the more you start
thinking like they do . . . and it’s more a case of them
acting as they would act,” Gebby said. “You know their
personalities, you know their hopes and fears, you
know how they talk, and then they start pretty much
just acting on their own. . . . I try to get in the heads
of the people. I try to get in the hearts of the people.
And after a while, it’s the characters who are directing
the flow of the play.”

“There has to be a group of people who
plant the standard of Christ in the dirt
and say, like Luther, ‘Here I stand. I can
do no other.’”
Characters like Calvin Fairbank.
Senior Cam Cooper plays Calvin Fairbank with the
touring company.
“(Cam) was sitting in here on my couch,” Manning
said. “And he said, ‘You know, the Bible says, “Greater
love has no man than this, that he lay down his life
for his friends.”’ He said, ‘But who really does that?’”
Gebby is drawn to the characters who do.

Upland resident Ethel Williams stands amid the clothing in the Helping Hand. The secondhand store also sells anything from kitchenware to shoes.

A HELPING HEART
Ethel Williams’ work at Helping Hand extends past the store’s doors and into her life.
BRIANNA WYATT

CONTRIBUTOR

In th e b a c kr o o m of a n Up l a n d
secondhand store, Ethel Williams sits
in an armchair amid boxes of clothing
waiting to be sorted. She points to a
ring on her finger — the most expensive
jewelry she owns.
“It was found in a parking lot,” Williams
said. “My son gave it to me. It means more
to me than if he had gone out and spent
$4,000 on a ring.”
Williams wouldn’t spend $4,000 if she
could. She doesn’t frequent the mall or
department stores. Most of her clothing
is purchased at the Helping Hand, the
local secondhand store, where she works
as store manager.
“This is my main store,” Williams said.
“If I can buy an item here that is going to
fulfill my need, I’ll do that rather than go
to a retail store and spend more money.”
The merchandise in the store speaks
of the recent winter restock. Sweaters
are piled on a bookshelf, scarves dangle
near the kitchenware. A faded Taylor
sweatshirt hangs on a rack in the back.
Located on Railroad Street in Upland,
Helping Hand assists families with
financial difficulties. The store accepts
clothing, food and monetary donations,
as well as household items and toys.
Proceeds are used to run a food pantry,
bread distribution, a furniture assistance
program and a financial assistance
program.
Williams spends 20-30 hours a week
restocking shelves, sorting donations
and assisting customers. She does not
view her role as work, though. Seeing the

impact of the Helping Hand is what keeps
Williams coming back each week.
“It’s a family,” Williams said. “People
come for the fellowship and the
companionship we try to give and show
to them.”
For Williams, using her resources
w i sely i s not only a m etho d of
sustainability, but it is how she serves
her neighbors. Helping Hand and other
secondhand stores in the area fill a Grant
County need. Without these stores, many
families would be living hand-to-mouth,
Williams said.
After witnessing the loss of a family
whose house caught on fire, Williams
was moved to evaluate how she used her
resources.
“I’ve seen so many tragedies of families
losing their homes and everything in
them,” Williams said. “It made me really
take a look at what I have.”
Although shopping at secondhand
stores saves money and helps struggling
families, Williams finds she is swimming
against the current in a consumer society.
According to “The Good Closet”
author Elizabeth Cline’s blog “The
History of Cheap Dress,” Americans buy
approximately 60 new pieces of clothing
and spend $375 billion on clothing each
year.
“If we went back to the simple things,
we’d find we’ve been wasting a lot of time,
energy and money,” Williams said. “It’s a
matter of learning to recycle, but it’s also
a matter of learning to give. To think of
others rather than just yourself.”

Williams notices the effects of
consumerism on Taylor students, as
well. She has seen usable items — from
computers to half-full detergent bottles
— end up in the dumpster. Helping Hand
is a few blocks from Taylor, but it seems
many students don’t know the store exists.
“I’ve seen a decline in the last few years
of actual shoppers from the campus,”
Williams said. “But as far as donations,
that has been on the upsweep, and it’s
been wonderful to see.”
Although donations are on the rise,
Helping Hand is challenged by the need
for volunteers and space. They hope to
purchase the other half of the building
they use.
Sports teams and other groups often
volunteer for a weekend at Helping Hand,
but the store needs more assistance with
weekly sorting and shelving.
“Taylor has been a big, big plus for us,”
Williams said.
Williams is not concerned with having
the best, but with giving her best to the
people around her. In her role at Helping
Hand, she has learned to treasure the gift
of living simply.
“If it’s something I need, God will
provide it, and if it’s something I don’t
need, I’ll survive without it,” Williams said.
“I don’t live a fancy life, and I’m very happy.”
The Helping Hand is open Tuesday 6 -8
p.m. and Saturday 9 a.m.-3:00 p.m. If you
would like to volunteer, contact the store
at 765-998-2746.

“People are pretty much the same — no matter
what generation, no matter what decade, no matter
what century,” Gebby said. “There has to be a group
of people who plant the standard of Christ in the dirt
and say, like Luther, ‘Here I stand. I can do no other.’”
Gebby’s characters share his belief. The need to
stand firm for Christ drives his plays.
“There’s a line in the play where Calvin says, ‘I’m
here.’ He’s in prison,” Manning said. “He says, ‘I’m here
because God wants me here.’”
Courage and honor are the characteristics of people
like Calvin Fairbank, characteristics Gebby hopes to
leap off the stage and into the hearts of the audience.
“I want to encourage Christian men and women
to be willing to lay down their lives for the cause of
Christ, be willing to lay down their lives for their fellow
woman and fellow man,” Gebby said.
Such a sacrificial love is rarely seen.
“Who really does that?” Manning said. “And to tell
those kinds of stories — of people who really do that,
who show up, and they do the right thing. No matter
what it cost. Not because of some high personal ideal,
but because God calls us to the road less traveled, to
the narrow road, to the one that no one else is willing
to walk — and he empowers us to walk it.”
Such was the road Calvin Fairbank walked. Such
was the story Gebby wrote.
“Give me an underdog. Give me a courageous soul,”
Gebby said. “And I can write a play.”

Photographs by Timothy P. Riethmiller
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“We’re all adults here. We know the difference between reality and fantasy,
between shooting a person in a game and shooting a person in real life.”

RESPONSE TO ‘VIDEO GAME VIOLENCE’
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RESPONSE TO

‘VIDEO GAME VIOLENCE’

LUCAS SWEITZER

MATT MAINE

OPINIONS CO-EDITOR

CONTRIBUTOR

It was the moment everyone was waiting for. Well, okay, so
three others and I were waiting for it, but we waited all the
same. The second presidential debate was upon us,
international issues were on the table. We suffered
through a trite question about college tuition, a gun
control question that made my teeth grit and a tax
question from some guy who clearly didn’t watch the first
debate.
Then it happened: We got an opportunity to hear an
honest moment from President Obama about the Benghazi
attacks and his reasoning behind how he handled the affair.
Except, we didn’t get to hear any of that. After what I
thought to be a fairly pedestrian acceptance of blame (not
too dissimilar from the way Bush used rhetoric in 2004 to
distract from the fact that he had started a war), Obama and
Romney got into a schoolboy argument over whether or not
the attack had been recognized as a terrorist attack by the
President.
The day after four Americans were killed in our embassy
in Libya, Obama made a statement in the Rose Garden about
the event. He said, “No acts of terror will ever shake the
resolve of this great nation, alter that character, or eclipse
the light of the values that we stand for.” He probably wasn’t
referring to the Benghazi attack; it was almost certainly a
more broad reference to all terrorism.
It broke down in a fairly normal fashion. Obama said he
said something. Romney said Obama’s saying of what he said
was said wrong. Obama used empty American rhetoric to
distract from the point he didn’t say what he said. Romney
crossed his arms with the dignified panache of Honey Boo
Boo and called Obama a liar. The moderator sided with
Obama, and everyone moved on.
Except we never got to hear the answer to the question.

Illustration by Rodrigo Carneiro

What started as a fair objection to how the
White House handled a direct attack (terrorist or
otherwise) on our people devolved into a childish argument
of semantics. So, in a moment of pedantic pity, I posit: Does
anyone care?
I sure don’t. At least, I don’t care about it nearly as much
as I care that four Americans were violently killed, and we
didn’t respond. That’s what Obama should be answering for,
not stupid spats about “acts of terror.”
This little problem of mine reflects my main issue with
this election. Since our economy is bad, we’ve decided to act
like international politics don’t matter. How haven’t we talked

about Syria, which is experiencing a
gruesome civil war? Afghanistan, with which we
are at war? The EU, which is the canary in the coal
mine for our global marketplace?
To be fair, China got a mention, albeit during a terribly
ignorant statement from Romney saying somehow our
relationship would be improved by slapping them on the
wrists.
I know I’m in the minority, but I care more about foreign
issues than domestic ones this election, and I’m frustrated
we haven’t gotten to hear from the candidates about their
stances. I hope this last debate will really bring it home, and
then maybe I’ll finally know who to vote for.
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Friends, like you, I’ve been stuck in quite a it. Have you ever met a Canadian you re- the result will be a very practical solution
quandary, trying to make up my mind for ally disliked? I didn’t think so. (And if you for those pesky, illegal immigration issues.
have, I’m hereby considering it a fluke en- Just think about all the extra wiggle room
whom I will cast my presidential vote.
Will it be a vote for the elephant party? counter.) How could you possibly associate our country would gain when combined
The donkey party? The Alaskan moose Canada with anything other than likeabil- with Canadian territory (an approximate
party that started Facebook campaigning ity when the country sports a giant maple total land area of 3,511,023 square miles).
leaf on its flag? Clearly this is an indicator That chalks up to a whole lot of living space
only last week?
Sweat forms on my brow as I weigh the that the country is the land of the tree and for extra people. To top it off, The Canada
pros and cons. But seeing as each cat- the home of the brave. Granted, these folks Party says its own country’s illegal southegory contains a relatively equal number do hang out with polar bears, and they ern border-crossing issues will be solved,
of qualifications and objections, I find my like sports that require temperatures well as Americans will no longer need to sneak
below freezing. But cold hands belong to into the country to steal Canadian jobs. It’s
decision no easier to make.
Alas, of all befuddlements to overtake warm hearts, as the saying goes. So get a win-win immigration solution for all.
a person every four years, this bests one’s ready to feel that Canadian love.
Prouder National Pride
brain more than any other. But
If you think the U.S. is cool, think
seeing as I cannot, in good conhow much better it’ll be with Canadiscience, vote for any of the above Say goodbye to polarized, partisan politics.
an bacon! Not only is the living higher
candidates, I must do what I
on the hog (pun intended), but CanaThrow out your candidate qualms, and come dian rule also means sweeter maple
know is right.
syrup and slicker hockey skills. To
Vote Canada for president.
to the Canadian side.
top it all off, with the U.S. and Canada
No, I am not mad. I am merely
combined, a collective clean sweep of
a believer in making the optimal
the Olympic gold medals at both the
choice. And when the home of
summer and winter games isn’t just likely.
the maple leaf is not represented on the
Sweet, Canadian Money, Honey
ballot, the selection, in my opinion, is anyCanadians have cash. It’s just a fact. It’s reality. And all that yellow metal means
thing but optimal.
Canada’s national deficit is well below the it wouldn’t be hard to get rid of any remainAllow me to represent my rationale. 3 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) ing national deficit, subsequently sendJudging by the two most popular candi- considered reasonable by most economists, ing the continent back up to the powerful
dates currently vying for the American according to the Financial Post. For the sake heights of the world economy.
presidency (unfortunately the moose isn’t of comparison, please note that the U.S. has
Drawing the Canadian Conclusion
doing so well), I have deduced that our a deficit amounting to 9.2 percent of its GDP.
So do you agree with my decision now?
country’s criteria for choosing a leader What this looks like from day to day is an It’s quite obvious that Canada embodies
can be narrowed to four categories. These average Canadian income that is $40,000 every quality that Americans seek in a canricher than the average income raked in by didate, so why shouldn’t we all rally to elect
are as follows:
Americans. Experts at U.S. News and World the choice that clearly carries the best track
1. Charismatic leadership
Report claim the strong Canadian economy record? Never mind any moral consider2. Economic savvy
3. Peaceful problem solving perspective is the result of strengthening currency and a ations on social issues, and certainly disrebetter labor market. I’m inclined to believe gard the total transition to a socialist state
on issues like illegal immigration
it’s because Canadians can still sell beaver that will come with Canadian leadership.
4. Ability to restore national pride
As you can see, these are (mostly) ra- and mink furs for a living. But whatever the Say goodbye to polarized, partisan politics.
tional criteria, albeit not as thorough or case, the U.S. could benefit well from having Throw out your candidate qualms, and
come to the Canadian side. Join me in my
profound as I might hope. Still, it is easy such solid, economic leadership.
presidential voting decision.
for me to continue my argument based on
Immigration Issues . . . Solved
these ideas.
If Canada is elected to run the U.S., then
Vote Canada for President.
Introducing The Canada
Party
Yes. The Canada Party is an
actual movement. If you don’t
believe me, just check out its
YouTube videos. The motto
“Canada, but Better,” is set before
a complex platform that makes
multiple presidential promises to the American people. Of
course, I can’t examine each of
those claims here, but I can look
at Canada’s background to see
how it measures up to the four
criteria I’ve outlined above.
Canadian Charisma
Canadians are some of the
most charismatic people you
will ever meet. Think about

Most video games are, to some extent, violent.
“Pac-Man” consumes the souls of the restless
dead. Mario crushes the heads of other characters and steals women. “Mario Kart” involves
ramming your vehicle into other vehicles to
win a race. But people love playing them. So it’s
rather silly to say that all violent video games
are evil.
Yet recently, an article was published making
this very claim, which I will not allow to stand
unchallenged, as it perpetuates misinformation.
First, the author claimed “video games have
a destructive impact on us individually, as a
community, and as a society.” This is certainly
true in some instances, but incorrect at a fundamental level.
Walk into the lobby on Sammy II, and you’ll
usually find people playing Super Smash Brothers. People bond over that game. It’s violent,
sure, but it’s not damaging community, it’s
building it.
And destructive to society? According to
an FBI study, “the estimated volume of violent
crimes in 2010 dropped 6 percent compared
to the 2009 figure, the fourth consecutive year
it has declined.” Violence is going down, not up.
Correlation does not imply causation. Simple logic. Some people who play video games
become aggressive. That does not mean that
the video games cause their aggression. Saying
that video games make people violent is just as
absurd as saying that video games are decreasing the crime rate.
We’re all adults here. We know the difference
between reality and fantasy, between shooting
a person in a game and shooting a person in
real life. The two are vastly different. If we were
talking about children, I would agree wholeheartedly. That’s why the ESRB (Entertainment
Software Rating Board) exists, to protect children who don’t understand.
Second, there’s the issue of religion. Saying that Christians can’t “justify playing or
supporting these games” is both untrue and
offensive. To imply that gamers and Christians
are mutually exclusive rather irks me. I love
video games. I love God. I love my fellow Christians. I love pressing buttons to kill pixilated
monsters. It’s understandable for a non-gamer
not to understand such things, but it is neither
understandable nor acceptable to condemn
others for playing violent games.
This leads into the third and final point.
The author said, “I am very willing to defend
questionable content in the cultural sphere if it
has redeeming value, but with violent gaming,
there is no redeeming value. . . .” No redeeming
value? Absurd. I’ve already mentioned “BioShock,” which would be meaningless without
violence. In “Gears of War,” you kill aliens to
save humanity from extinction. You come to
love the characters and support their cause.
You sacrifice safety, family and so much more
to defend your home. And some of the most fun
moments I’ve had with my brother have been
playing “Gears” together.
In conclusion, there definitely are games in
which the player “(kills) indiscriminately,” and I
will stand with anyone who sides against them.
But to blanket that statement toward all violent
games is not only a stereotype, but a lie.
Whoever disagrees has clearly never wandered the gorgeous landscapes of Cyrodiil or
Skyrim or unraveled the mysteries of ancient
civilizations in “The Elder Scrolls.” They have
never explored the galaxy and talked with, felt
for, and fought with the species that populate
the “Mass Effect” universe. There are captivating stories, incredible worlds, memorable characters and exciting adventures in video games.
And I will not allow anyone to condemn them
as ungodly and irredeemable filth.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to lucas_sweitzer@taylor.edu by
Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.
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“The biggest bummer is that I won’t be able to come back
to them next year, but I’ve soaked it all in the last four years
and I’m thankful for it.”

Women’s soccer surges on senior night
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WOMEN’S SOCCER SURGES
ON SENIOR NIGHT
JORDAN MILLER
STAF F WRI TER

Coming off a big win against league rival Indiana Wesleyan, the Taylor women’s soccer team (10-4, 3-3) set
their sights on Goshen. The two teams faced off Saturday night in the new Taylor stadium for Senior Night.
The Trojans delivered a spectacular performance to
shut out the Maple Leafs 5-0 with key plays, consistent
defense and constant pressure on offense.
The game had a rolling start with an all-senior
lineup. Senior midfielder Kim Cleary led the team
with two goals on the night. The first arrived nearly 13
minutes in as Cleary netted a goal from 30 yards out.
Just eight seconds later, junior Molly Drooger shot a
corner kick that was accidentally cleared by Goshen
and gave Taylor a 2-0 lead.
The Trojans continued to dominate the first
half as senior Emily Von Raesfeld made a corner kick
and assisted Cleary, who headed the ball into the Goshen goal for her second goal of the game. Raesfeld’s
connection with Cleary marked her 23rd career assist
and broke the record for all-time assists at Taylor.
“We had actually developed a new corner kick
play, and we scored on it two of the first three times
we ran it,” said Head Coach Scott Stan. “On one of the
corner kicks, Emily Von Raesfeld got her 23rd career
assist. . . . So it was a great senior day for her.”
Later in the first half, sophomore Amanda
Roden scored on a header with an assist from freshman Madison Thompson, putting the Trojans up 4-0
before halftime.
Going into the second half with a commanding lead, the team slowed the pace and maintained
the lead. Drooger added the fifth goal against the Ma-

ple Leafs, which became the final score
of the game.
The Trojan’s defense battled for
90 minutes to earn them their seventh
shutout of the season. The team consistently controlled Goshen through
the whole game, allowing three shot
attempts from the Maple Leafs while
making Trojan’s 14 attempts of their
own.
The victory against Goshen
marked Taylor’s 10th win of the season,
giving them a proper send-off on Senior Night.
“It was just a great time for
showcasing the senior’s talents,” Stan
said. “We actually started all the seniors for the first time this year, and
they got us off to a 2-0 within 15 minutes. Then it was easy because the other team was really surprised with how
quick we struck and got into the game.”
With 10 seniors on the team,
the big win on Senior Night served
Photograph by Timothy P. Riethmiller
more than just another victory for
Sophomore midfielder Amanda Roden takes the ball down field last Saturday.
many of the players.
“I think everyone really stepped
“The team is like my family here, and I honit up for the seniors,” Cleary said. “It was kind of a estly don’t know what I’d do without them,” Fahlen
different feel on the field, which was nice. Everyone said. “The biggest bummer is that I won’t be able to
wanted to just send us off with a win and a good one.” come back to them next year, but I’ve soaked it all in
For seniors like Jenna Fahlen, the relationship the last four years, and I’m thankful for it.”
with teammates over the past seasons has become
The Trojans travel to face Mt. Vernon Nazavery special.
rene tomorrow at 2 p.m.

Alumni to Illini
JEFF YODER
SPORTS CO-EDITOR

He’s second in command. You see him on the bench,
and you know he’s important, but you don’t always
know his name. He analyzes the game from tipoff to
buzzer, but he won’t get credit for the win. He learns
everything he can to someday fulfill a dream.
This was John Groce from 1994 to 2008, a former
student, basketball player and assistant coach here
at Taylor. Groce was named the new head basketball
coach at Illinois University in April. He’s not singing
backup vocals anymore. Now he’s front and center,
and as college basketball tips off this week, the Illini
could quickly become a Taylor community favorite.
Groce (’94) played basketball at Taylor from 1991
to 1994. After his playing days, he spent three years
as an assistant for head coach Paul Patterson.
“Other than my parents, Coach Patterson has probably influenced my life more than anybody,” Groce
said. “He put you in that type of environment where
you had to deal with those difficult things on a daily
basis because the world’s tough. . . . If you played for
him, that serves you well because it can be a nasty,
tough world.”
Groce spent 14 years as an assistant coach before
becoming the head coach at Ohio University. His
journey included assistant coaching positions at
North Carolina State, Xavier, Butler and Ohio State
with coaches like Herb Sendek, Brad Stevens, Sean
Miller and Thad Matta to name a few.
In 2008, Groce left Ohio State to become the head
coach at Ohio University in Athens. His success in
four years with the Bobcats, including a 2010 upset
of Georgetown and a Sweet 16 run in the NCAA
tournament last season, led to his new opportunity
at Illinois.
Last March, the 13 seed Bobcats were knocked out
by No. 1 seed North Carolina 73-65 in overtime after
they upset Michigan and South Florida in rounds one
and two. If there are doubts about Groce’s ability to
be a head coach in the Big Ten, Tom Crean (Indiana)
and Tom Izzo (Michigan State) both exited the tournament in the same round but by larger margins.

“We went out, that ball tipped and we didn’t care
who we were playing, where we playing them and
when we were playing them,” Groce said of last year’s
tournament.
Groce’s squad was last year’s Cinderella without
highly recruited players. His Chicago native point
guard had no offers from Big Ten schools, and his
second-leading scorer had previously averaged less
than five minutes a game at Ohio State. It’s scary
to think what Groce can do with the resources of a
school like Illinois.
“That passion and that desire to help people and
to coach basketball is exactly the same. . . . It’s just a
different magnitude than any place that I’ve been at
as an assistant or as a head coach,” Groce said.
Groce becomes the youngest coach in the Big Ten
at 41 years old as he joins a list of popular names like
Tom Izzo, Tubby Smith and Bo Ryan.
“It’s definitely a dream come true,” Groce said. “I
still pinch myself today when I look out my window
and see the baseball fields just outside the practice
facility, and I see ‘University of Illinois’ written across
the scoreboard.”

SPORTS WRITER

The Taylor football team snapped a four-game
losing streak in spectacular style Saturday, defeating
Concordia (Mich.) in Ann Arbor 34-7.
The Trojans (3-4, 1-2) notched their first MSFA
Mideast League win of the season by scoring the first
31 points of the game and striking first with 5:02 left
in the first quarter, thanks to a 43-yard field goal by
freshman kicker Alec Eickert.
After a quick three-and-out by Concordia (0-6, 0-3),
senior quarterback Nick Freeman found freshman
wide receiver Shawn Lashbrook wide open behind
the defense for a 43-yard touchdown, giving the
Trojans a 10-0 lead.
In the second quarter, junior defensive back Luke
Currens snagged his first interception of the season,
returning the pick 74 yards for a touchdown to
extend the Trojans’ lead to 17-0.
The Trojans picked up right where they left off
in the second half, as senior wide receiver Darvon
Blackmon hauled in a pass from Freeman and outran the defense for a 36-yard score to push the lead
to 24-0 with 10:02 remaining in the third quarter.
Taylor didn’t let up in the fourth quarter, further
extending the lead to 31-0 thanks to a 1-yard strike
from Freeman to sophomore tight end Jake Foster in
the first minute of the period.
Concordia finally got on the scoreboard with 5:08
remaining through a 95-yard touchdown reception,
but Eickert booted a 33-yard field goal with just
more than a minute left to bring the final score to
34-7.
Taylor finished the game with 386 yards, 222 on
the ground and 164 passing. The Trojans allowed 277
yards, of which all but 36 were through the air.
Freeman completed 14 of 21 passes for 164 yards
and three touchdowns, pushing his season total to
13. Sophomore running back Jake Fidler complemented Taylor’s passing attack with 110 yards on
the ground. Senior linebacker Bryan Onuselogu led
Taylor’s defense with eight tackles.
“Turnovers were a big part to holding Concordia to
only seven points,” senior defensive back Brett Currens said. “We forced three of them, which definitely
helped give our team momentum as the offense took
the field. We shut down the run early in the game,
which forced them to air it out, which we played
well.”
Freeman agreed with Brett Currens’ assessment.
“Our defense did a great job of creating turnovers and
giving the offense quality field position all game long.”
Freeman attributed the offense’s production to
the stellar offensive line.
“The offensive line dominated the line of scrimmage throughout the entire game, which helped us
to establish our running game,” Freeman said. “We
were then able to use play action to draw the safeties
down and connect on some long touchdown passes
over the middle of the defense.”
Taylor returns home next week to face defending
national champion No. 6 Saint Xavier for homecoming weekend. The following weekend, the Trojans visit No. 9 Saint Francis, before closing out the regular
season at home against Olivet Nazarene.
“It is no secret that to win our remaining three
games we are going to have to play the best football
we have played all year,” Freeman said. “As a team,
we believe we are capable of this task and realize it
is going to take our best preparation and focus from
here on out both in practice and in the games.”
Currens echoed Freeman’s thoughts.
“We need to have really sharp practices these next
four weeks. We have to bring a lot of emotion, energy
and intensity so that we will be ready each Saturday.”

SCOREBOARD
Bethel

Men’s
Soccer

Replacing former Illini coach Bruce Weber will be
a challenge, but Groce has already landed two top
100 recruits in Kendrick Nunn and Malcolm Hill for
the 2013 class. ESPN Chicago writer Jon Greenberg
called Groce “the perfect coach to take over the University of Illinois. He’s young, hungry and aggressive.”
Groce currently lives in Champaign, Ill., with
his wife, Allison, and their two boys, Conner and
Camden.
Moving to Champaign puts Groce just 106 miles
from his birthplace in Danville, Ind.
Groce lived on the first floor of Bergwall Hall as
well as an apartment in Fairlane during his time at
Taylor. He majored in Mathematics and later received
a degree in Higher Education.
“I love Taylor. I love what it’s about. . . . It was a
tremendous experience. . . . I had relationships with a
lot of my teammates that you can’t put a price tag on.
It was a very special four years.”
The Fighting Illini open the 2012 season at home
on Oct. 27 against Lewis University.

NICK VAN HEEST

THE

Crossroads League

Volleyball

Photograph by Ohio University

Taylor alumnus John Groce strongly encourages and motivates his team during a game last season.

Football team wins
big on the road,
snaps four-game
losing streak
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Indiana
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Marian

Mount Vernon
Nazarene

Spring Arbor

St. Francis

Taylor

5th

7th

3rd

9th

1st

6th

4th

10th

8th

2nd

15-10 (9-6)

12-15 (7-8)

16-10 (9-5)

4-19 (2-12)

25-1 (13-1)

12-12 (9-6)

17-10 (9-6)

1-24 (0-14)

10-17 (4-10)

17-11 (10-4)
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1st
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8-4-4 (2-3-3)

6-8-2 (1-5-2)

9-4-2 (4-2-2)

7-8-2 (2-6)

12-1-3 (7-0-1)

9-7-1 (3-4-1)

10-4-3 (5-1-2)

12-3-2 (5-1-2)

7-10 (1-7)

8-8-1 (3-4-1)

Women’s
Soccer

8th

10th

2nd

3rd

6th

9th

7th

1st

4th

5th

7-8 (2-5)

5-11(1-6)

11-3-2 (4-2-1)

11-4 (4-2)

10-3-1 (3-2-1)

6-8-1 (1-6)

6-7-3 (2-3-2)

13-1-1 (6-0)

9-6 4-2

11-4 (4-3)

Men’s
Basketball

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

Women’s
Basketball

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

0-0 (0-0)

SPORTS

“We’re peaking at the right time. We’re getting people back from injuries,
which has been crucial to our success.”

MEN’S SOCCER LOSES CLOSE GAME TO IWU ON
SENIOR NIGHT
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REVIEW

FOOTBALL (3-4, 1-2)

SCHEDULE
10/20 vs No. 8 St. Xavier 1 p.m.
11/03 @ No. 15 St. Francis 12 p.m.
11/10 vs Olivet Nazarene 1 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL (17-11,
10-4)

SCHEDULE
10/19 vs Mount Vernon Nazarene 7 p.m.
10/20 @ Grace 3 p.m.
10/24 @ Huntington 7 p.m.
10/26 vs Lindsey Wilson 3 p.m. (Georgetown,
Ky.)

Photograph by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Freshman Denae Kohler places the ball past the outstretched arms of Bethel’s frontline.

MEN’S SOCCER (8-8-1,
3-4-1)

TAYLOR DROPS LONG, TOUGH MATCH AGAINST BETHEL AT HOME
GABE BAIN
SPORTS CO-EDITOR

The volleyball team took on the Bethel College Pilots for
the second time this season Wednesday night. Taylor
swept Bethel on the road in the first match, but the
results would prove to be much different the second
time around during the match at Odle Arena.
The Pilots outlasted Taylor in five sets, as the Trojans
dropped to 17-11 record overall and a 10-4 record in
the conference.
Head Coach Brittany Smith was prepared for the
match against Bethel and expected her team to be ready
as well.
“I felt like we were really ready,” Smith said. “We weren’t
exactly sure what they were going to be doing, but we
knew the tendencies of their players. We knew what are
blocking scheme and defensive scheme were going to be.”
The first set of the match did not go in the Trojans’
favor as they trailed in most of it. The only time Taylor
led then was when they were up 2-1.
The Pilots came out as tough opponents, gaining an
11-6 lead over Taylor. Every effort the Trojans would
make to come back in the first set would be spoiled by
Bethel as the Pilots grabbed a 20-12 lead, eventually
taking the set 25-15.
With Taylor down in an 0-1 hole, they responded well
by capturing the next two sets.

Senior Courtney Herschberger said the main difference in the next two set victories was the energy
and effort the team brought as well as cutting down
on errors.
In the second set, Taylor was down 4-7 and battled
the Pilots throughout the set, remaining even with them.
Senior Elizabeth Luke played strong in the second
set with a couple of kills in the middle of the set to pull
Taylor ahead 18-17.
Eventually the Trojans took a 21-20 lead and never
looked back, dropping Bethel in the second set 25-21.
The third set showed a stronger team, as they never
trailed or tied the Pilots. Instead, they jumped out to
a 10-3 lead behind the efforts of senior Ali Swart and
junior Ashlyn Dehoogh.
Bethel would battle back to cut the lead to four, but
Taylor just pushed ahead, winning the third set 25-17.
“We went from nine errors in the first set to two errors
in the second,” Luke said. “That is what really set us
apart.”
The fourth set was a nail-biter as the two teams
remained even during most of it.
Taylor was up 24-23, but Bethel fought back to win
the set 26-24, tying the match at two.
The fifth set was close, as well, as both teams were tied

at nine. The Pilots charged ahead, scoring five straight
points.
With their back up against the wall, the Trojans
scored two more points and cut the lead to three. But
that would be not be enough as Bethel scored another
point to win the set 15-11 and, more importantly, the
match 3-2.
“I felt like we lacked drive,” Smith said. “We’re patient,
we’re persistent and we are going to fight for (the tournament).”
Although the Trojans’ efforts were not enough to overtake the Pilots, the team still had something to celebrate.
Herschberger became the all-time digs leader for
Taylor after her 20th dig of the match.
Taylor looks to rebound against the Mount Vernon
Nazarene Cougars at home tonight at 7 p.m. The 3-1 loss
against the Pilots left a bitter taste in the team’s mouth.
“We lost to them last time, which never should have
happened,” Luke said. “We plan to beat them in three
and come out with every piece of effort and energy and
discipline that we have.”

SCHEDULE
10/20 @ Goshen 7 p.m.
10/27 Crossroads League Tournament Quarterfinals TBA
11/03 Crossroads League Tournament Semifinals TBA
11/10 Crossroads League Tournament Championship TBA

WOMEN’S SOCCER
(11-4, 4-3)
SCHEDULE
10/20 @ Mount Vernon Nazarene 2 p.m.
10/23 @ Huntington 4 p.m.
10/27 Crossroads League Tournament Quarterfinals TBA
11/03 Crossroads League Tournament Semifinals TBA

MEN’S & WOMEN’S
CROSS COUNTRY
SCHEDULE
10/20 Great Lakes Classic 11 a.m. (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
11/03 Crossroads League Championships 12
p.m. (Upland, Ind.)
11/17 NAIA National Championship 12 p.m.
(Vancouver, Wash.)

Fantasy Feed MEN’S SOCCER LOSES
CLOSE GAME TO IWU ON
SENIOR NIGHT
Aaron Rodgers,
Green Bay QB

The Texans should have done a “discount
double check” on Aaron Rodgers before their
Monday night game against last year’s MVP. Rodgers handed Houston its first loss of the season
with 338 yards, six touchdowns and no picks.

Shonn Greene,
New York RB
Greene had one touchdown through the
first five weeks of the season. His 161-yard and
three-touchdown performance racked up more
fantasy points than in all of his first five weeks
combined. Greene had a phenomenal week, but
keep in mind, he was playing the Colts.
Dez Bryant,
Dallas WR
It’s about time. For all the hype about Bryant since he was drafted by the Cowboys, he’s
been unproductive and a headache off the field.
Thirteen receptions for 95 and two touchdowns
might create a little spark between him and
quarterback Tony Romo for the future.
Antonio Gates,
San Diego TE
Gates was on pace for a career day against
Denver last week with the Chargers leading
24-0 at halftime. The Broncos’ defense blanked
the Chargers in the second half in the biggest
comeback of the year, and Gates had to settle for
6 catches, 81 yards and two touchdowns.
Alex Smith,
San Francisco QB
Smith was solid through five weeks with
eight touchdowns and just one interception.
He threw no touchdowns and three picks last
week against the Giants. His backup, Colin Kaepernick, scored more fantasy points completing
four of seven passes.
Marshawn Lynch,
Seattle RB
Beast Mode looked like he was in Retreat
Mode last week against the Patriots,despite a
24-23 Seahawks victory. Lynch is a top-10 rusher
in the league, but he had just 15 carries for 41
yards and no touchdowns.
Dwayne Bowe,
Kansas City WR
As the only real producer in the Chiefs’ receiving corps, Bowe put up his lowest numbers of the
season with just three receptions for 25 yards as
the Buccaneers pounded the Chiefs 38-10.
Dallas Clark,
Tampa Bay TE
Clark was a fantasy machine when he
played for the Colts. He attempted to rejuvenate
his career in Tampa Bay, but Josh Freeman is no
Peyton Manning. Clark has just nine catches
on the season for no touchdowns. Last week he
didn’t touch the ball.

WILL FAIRFAX
SPORTS WRITER

The men’s soccer team outshot Indiana Wesleyan 13-7
and had five more corner kicks (7-2) than IWU, but
lost a hard-fought match 2-1 on senior night.
In the 15th minute, the Wildcats turned the pressure on, and a Taylor defender pushed an IWU player
in the back, which resulted in a penalty kick. IWU
took advantage, and Geoff Bowman buried the ball
in the bottom left hand corner to give the Wildcats
an early 1-0 lead.
Taylor put pressure on the Wildcat defense
throughout the first half, including several free kicks,
but they were not able to find the back of the net and
went into halftime down 1-0.
The Trojans had eight shots on goal and five corner
kicks in the second half, but they were denied by a
tough defense by IWU.
A Taylor defensive miscommunication resulted in
the Wildcats’ second goal in the 85th minute. Keaton
Albert stole the ball from a Trojan defender and
passed to Corey Lopez, who fired it into the bottom
left hand corner to give IWU a 2-0 lead.
But the Trojans didn’t give up, and in the 89th minute, senior Jordan Grant received a ball from senior
Joel Ritz and rocketed it into the bottom right hand
corner from 17 yards out.
Fans were on their feet cheering as Taylor players
shot numerous balls at the net in the ending minutes,
but all were blocked, and when the final whistle blew
amid it all, the Trojans’ three-game winning streak
was snapped.
“The difference in the match was obviously a couple of mistakes defensively” said Head Coach Gary
Ross. “I think we had a least as good a play, if not
more of the possession, but then a couple of a defensive lapses, and the ball ends up in the back of our
net. (IWU) fought hard. They made the most of the
chances that they got, and they’re a good defensive
team. They defend really, really well.”
Senior David Pfeifer echoed his head coach and
thought that a couple of defensive mistakes cost them
in the end, but he was proud of the fight that his team

showed.
“We stuck to our game plan, possessed the ball,
won 50-50 balls and overall I would say we dominated play” Pfeifer said. “A couple of unfortunate
defensive mistakes put us back two goals, but the
team didn’t give up. The team didn’t quit and came
back and scored a goal right after their second goal
and continued fighting after that. Hopefully we can
take that momentum into the rest of the season and
into the tournament.”
The game was very emotional for Pfeifer and other
seniors, who walked on the field with their parents
before the game and were honored by their teammates and the fans before their last home regular
season match.
“It’s hard, certainly emotional, but you have to treat
it like any other game” Pfeifer said. “That’s kind of the
mentality that I had going into it. This field has been
a huge blessing to me and the other seniors, and it’s
a great facility to play under, a great environment to
play in. The fans have been fantastic throughout the
entire season. It’s going to be hard to say bye to it, but
hopefully we can still host a game for the tournament
because we don’t want this to be our last one.”
The Trojans were without sophomore Tim Daniels,
who was an honorable mention All-American last
season, as well as starting central defender junior
Matt Poland.
Pfeifer remains optimistic and likes his team’s
chances in the conference tournament which starts
next Saturday.
“We just got to stick the game plan, trust each other
and trust the system,” Pfeifer said. “We’re peaking
at the right time. We’re getting people back from
injuries, which has been crucial to our success. If we
continue to do it in practice and trust the system and
our coaches and each other, then we’ll succeed, we’ll
do well in the postseason.”
The Trojans’ final regular season contest is tomorrow night at Goshen.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
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sade for democracy,” Boileau wrote. “Such an answer serves a dual purpose. First, it makes the U.S. appear just
and righteous in intervening in Vietnam. Second, it makes anyone who protests our policy in Vietnam seem
undemocratic and unlibertarian.”
Boileau adds that military victory would come at an absurd cost, mentioning French loses in their war with
Vietnam. “I suggest we heed this lesson and withdraw now with
our nearly 10,000 casualties rather than at a later date with much
heavier losses,” Boileau concluded.
Echoing this sentiment, Echo writer Terry L. Deck
said in the Oct. 10, 1969, issue that “the only realistic recourse for
the present administration is to order an immediate withdrawal
of all American troops from Vietnam. This is not only a desirable
option, but considering the adverse effects of present American
involvement, it is a highly practical one.”
Indictments of the My Lai massacre, along with a scathing
review in the Nov. 21, 1969, Echo of President Nixon’s “war
game politics that can lead to further disaster,” resulted in considerable backlash from conservative students to the Echo.
“It has become very popular to criticize governmental policies in all areas but the one policy that has received the most criticism has been the Vietnam policy,” Brian
W. Secor said in the March 19, 1971, issue of The Echo. “The Echo has chosen to follow this line like a poor, blind,
lost sheep.”
Secor went on to describe how “the Echo believes falsely . . . than men do not desire to be free” and ended by
stating that Nixon was doing a good job. William Ewbank, a professor of mathematics, wrote against what he
thought was a negative attitude toward the draft exhibited by Taylor students.
“I wish that every Taylor man who enlists or is called up would enter the armed forces with this type of positive
attitude,” Ewbank wrote in the May 23, 1969, Echo. “And I wish that every Taylor woman would make a prayer list
of her relatives and friends in uniform, pray for them daily, and encourage them to go all out for our Lord and
Savior, Jesus Christ . . . .”
Yet, Jones says Taylor was not as divided as it seems, and President Milo Rediger strove to help students
incorporate Christian values with objective perspectives on the war. The Pax peace group was active on campus
and engaged the students with speakers at chapel. Young Republicans and Young Democrats debated in political
science classes. Even a movie, “No Greater Love,” was shown, depicting the overlooked situation of Vietnamese
helping the Vietnamese. These events paled in comparison to a teach-in by the Sammy statues in 1970.
“Professors Herb Nygren and Phil Loy were in charge, and they just camped out there with students shouting phrases out of bullhorns and microphones,” Jones said. “There was a wagon, and everybody was discussing
student involvement in ending the war. It was quite the experience.”
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were used diversely, from supporting literary criticism, Christian charity and obeying the LTC to condemning
Christian policymaking, argumentative fallacies and overcommitment.
Some articles referred readers to Lewis’ published works, while others included extended quotations, such as
an editorial titled “Some Time to Kill,” published in 1996: “We have to start stopping the moment we wake up
in the morning. C.S. Lewis writes in ‘Mere Christianity’ that this is where the real problem of the Christian life
occurs. He says that when we first rise, ‘all the wishes and hopes for the day rush at us like wild animals. And the
first job every morning consists simply in shoving them all back; in listening to that other voice, taking that other
point of view, letting that other stronger, quieter life come flowing in again.’”
Student Teresa Cress interviewed visiting actor and director Tom Key in 1979. Key explained
how our fixation with Lewis is ultimately derived from the simplicity of truth found in the
author’s writings. “One of his finest traits was his ability to stick to the truth and not add or
take away from it,” Key said of Lewis. “He’s a continual reminder that my goal is merely to
be a Christian. If I can do that, then the rest follows.”

1990s-Now

Taylor Enters the Information Age

DAV I D A DAM S (’15)
E C H O S TA F F

1970s - 1990

Merely two decades ago, a crucial part of Taylor’s campus was missing.
No, it was not Wengatz. Odle Arena and the Hodson Dining Commons had been built. The Rice Bell Tower
already represented the integration of faith and learning, and the Life Together Covenant guided students’ lives
in community at Taylor.
In fact, the absent detail was not a physical structure at all. Yet today, it affects nearly every aspect of life at
Taylor.
The Internet was the missing piece. Until 1993, the Taylor community had little knowledge of the “World Wide
What?”, as one columnist for The Echo named it in 1997. Yet its arrival would mark the beginning of a new era
at Taylor.
The Internet Arrives

“(The) Internet will help Taylor students and faculty alike have quick access to information and news from
across the country. . . .” began an article by Jason Huff, writing for his Basic Reporting class and published in the
Nov. 12, 1993, edition of The Echo.
According to Huff, 1993 was the first year any part of campus was online. Access was limited, and the technology was an enigma for most students and faculty.
After all, the Internet was invented only a decade before. The “official birthday of the Internet,” according to the
K AT H R Y N K R O E K E R ( ’ 1 3 )
University System of Georgia, was Jan. 1, 1983. But the first Internet service providers (ISPs) and the first World
Wide Web page did not arrive until 1990 and 1991, respectively, according to Six Revisions’ timeline of Internet
E C H O S TA F F
history.
Around that time, Taylor was first joining the online era, Huff reported. BITNET, a precursor to the World
Rarely does a birthday ode for a famous apologist and fantasy writer make front page news. However, on Nov. Wide Web, was installed on campus in 1991. Colleges across the country used the rudimentary network to share
research, according to Living Internet.
14, 1980, The Echo featured a full-fledged tribute to C.S. Lewis, a leading Christian writer of the last century.
The installation of Internet access in 1993 opened up vistas of opportunity for Taylor students and faculty. AcFormer Taylor English professor Frances White Ewbank and her Advanced Freshman Composition class held
a dinner Nov. 19 for C.S. Lewis’ 83rd birthday honorarium. A follow-up article by student Jeni McCaughan, pub- cess was limited at first, and students could only use the Internet in labs located in the Reade Center, Zondervan
lished several weeks later, said Ewbank’s students engaged in a reader’s theater and read scholarly papers at the Library and Nussbaum Science Center, according to The Echo. But by the 1996 school year, the Internet phenomcelebration held in the campus Dining Commons. “The fourth annual Taylor birthday party for C.S. Lewis was a enon was beginning to catch on.
success,” McCaughan said. And given the amount of news coverage it received, she was right.
Questioning the Internet’s Expansion
Lewis was remembered at Taylor on more occasions than his birthday. Throughout the past few decades,
The Echo has chronicled Taylor’s longtime regard for C.S. Lewis and how, even after his death, he has presided
Campus Editor Amy Meyering wrote in the Nov. 15, 1996, Echo that Randall, the Boyd Building and Grounds
on campus as an unshakeable spiritual
Complex and Odle Arena each had Internet access. Maintenance staff began using Web to streamline their work.
influence.
Meanwhile, the men of Fourth Gerig were setting up their own floor network for file-sharing and email, MeyerOne area of influence is the C.S. Lewis
ing reported. The men built the network from telephone line saved from the trash as well as donated modems
& Friends Society that began meeting
and other equipment, hoping to connect their network to the Internet through a local ISP.
on campus in 1999, according to an
By end of the school year, Taylor buzzed with excitement over the Internet, and students adopted it for acaarticle published in March of that year.
demic research. The need for the Internet had clearly grown. “Everyone agrees that Web access points for stuThe Society began in response to Taydents must be increased,” wrote Editor Deonne Beron in the May 2, 1997, edition.
lor’s acquisition of the Edwin W. Brown
Yet, students and faculty alike, voiced concerns about how the Internet would affect Taylor life. Some students
Collection in 1997. Housed in the baseand many administrators favored continuing to limit access to public labs. Dean of Students Walt Campbell
ment of Zondervan Library, this collecfeared students would give in to temptations the Internet proffered, particularly if students had individual contion includes first edition works by C.S.
nections in their rooms. One of Campbell’s biggest concerns was student access to pornography. “I’m not willing
Lewis and related authors, said Laura
to just say ‘whatever will be will be,’ and deal with the consequences like addictions later,” Campbell told Beron.
Constantine, Assistant for the Center
A letter written by five male students sent to then-President Jay Kesler said “the average Taylor male” could not
for the Study of C.S. Lewis & Friends.
resist such temptation. Many students also feared the erosion of Taylor’s intentional community.
The collection became a focal point in
An open forum was held to discuss these issues. Many of the same concerns were raised, but students also
The Echo during the late ’90s, as articles
acknowledged the benefits of the Internet, according to Joylane Bartron, writing for the May 16, 1997, issue.
featured a constant stream of visiting
Director of Information Services Art Mahan said a filtering program would help students avoid questionable
speakers and performers attending the
content, but noted the program “was not your complete answer.” Evidently, the forum satisfied the administrabiennial Frances W. Ewbank Colloquition that students were aware of the freedoms — and responsibilities — Internet access in the residence halls
um on C.S. Lewis & Friends, speaking at
would necessitate.
Society meetings or narrating Lewis’ life
and theology through the dramatic arts.
A ‘Port per Pillow’
Professor emeritus of mathematics
and resident scholar David Neuhouser
In July 1997, the President’s Council decided each student should have an access port in his or her dorm room,
played a key role during this time, exMeyering reported for the front page of the Sept. 5, 1997, Echo. Taylor would join more than half of U.S. universiposing students to Lewis’ ideas. After
ties in providing one Internet “port per pillow,” as Beron termed it, in the fall of 1998.
discovering Lewis during adulthood,
The Echo documented the progress of connecting each hall and room to the Internet over the coming months.
Neuhouser became an avid reader of the apologist’s work. He eventually took over the honors program, which
regularly featured classes on Lewis. He was also influential in acquiring the Brown Collection for Taylor, Con- Students acknowledged the financial cost of maintaining the new technology, which was estimated at $700,000,
stantine said. Neuhouser became an outspoken advocate for Lewis in The Echo, as the primary source for nearly as Meyering reported in a February 1998 edition. Campus Editor Jessica Barnes wrote in March 1998 that installation would be completed during the summer. Mahan said he believed it was one of the largest and fastest projects
every related piece of news after the collection moved to Taylor.
Taylor had been actively hosting events in honor of Lewis even before the Society began meeting on campus. Taylor ever undertook, spanning 18 months from conception to completion.
The arrival of individual Internet access in each hall changed Taylor forever, but not in the ways people feared.
In 1979, a C.S. Lewis film series was announced on the front page, and in 1995, The Echo’s campus calendar
featured “A Night at the Pub with C.S. Lewis.” Dramatic performances portraying Lewis’ life were regularly noted A survey was conducted by the sociology department, Associate Editor Kendra Beutler (then Lightfoot) and
Campus Editor Mike Schueler reported in several editions, in the fall of 1998. The survey noted “no significant
in The Echo throughout the ensuing years.
In 1997, The Echo covered the first official course titled “C.S. Lewis and Friends,” which has since become a change in Taylor’s spiritual life as a result of Internet usage.”
standard in the course catalog. Constantine said Christian scholars at Taylor have related to Lewis because he
Sociology professor Steve Bird, who conducted the survey with one of his classes, voiced his excitement that
embraces both the imaginative and the rational side of faith. “In his apologetic works, Lewis is able to take very the Internet had arrived. “Actually, I don’t see the (Internet) as a great threat to the campus; I see it as an opcomplicated ideas and make them easy to understand, and yet not to dumb them down,” she said. “Lewis was portunity,” Bird told Beutler.
a very unusual person in that he could be very reason centered or he could be highly imaginative — and valued
Beutler, a junior at the time Internet was installed in each hall, now acknowledges: “It was a different world in
both.”
those two years.”
“Lewis was brilliant and articulate,” added Pamela Jordan-Long, the center’s director. “His work clearly illusNow, of course, the Internet streams wirelessly on Taylor students’ laptops, iPads and cell phones. Its evolution
trates how one can be an intellectual and a vibrant Christian.”
is far from complete, but the Internet is becoming more integrated into everyday campus life. It remains to be
Student voices in The Echo have affirmed regard for Lewis’ scholarly voice. Student writers cited Lewis in seen how the Web will continue changing in the next 100 years.
many opinion articles, editorials and features in The Echo during the last several decades. Lewis references
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